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ABSTRACT  
   

Dust devils have proven to be commonplace on Mars, although their 

occurrence is unevenly distributed across the surface. They were imaged or 

inferred by all six successful landed spacecraft: the Viking 1 and 2 Landers (VL-1 

and VL-2), Mars Pathfinder Lander, the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and 

Opportunity, and the Phoenix Mars Lander. Comparisons of dust devil parameters 

were based on results from optical and meteorological (MET) detection 

campaigns. Spatial variations were determined based on comparisons of their 

frequency, morphology, and behavior. The Spirit data spanning three consecutive 

martian years is used as the basis of comparison because it is the most extensive 

on this topic. Average diameters were between 8 and 115 m for all observed or 

detected dust devils. The average horizontal speed for all of the studies was 

roughly 5 m/s. At each site dust devil densities peaked between 09:00 and 17:00 

LTST during the spring and summer seasons supporting insolation-driven 

convection as the primary formation mechanism. Seasonal number frequency 

averaged ~1 dust devils/ km2/sol and spanned a total of three orders of magnitude. 

Extrapolated number frequencies determined for optical campaigns at the 

Pathfinder and Spirit sites accounted for temporal and spatial inconsistencies and 

averaged ~19 dust devils/km2/sol. Dust fluxes calculated from Pathfinder data 

(5x10-4 kg/m2/s and 7x10-5 kg/m2/s) were well with in the ranges calculated from 

Spirit data (4.0x10-9 to 4.6x10-4 kg/m2/s for Season One, 5.2x10-7 to 6.2x10-5 

kg/m2/s during Season Two, and 1.5x10-7 to 1.6x10-4 kg/m2/s during Season 

Three). Based on the results a campaign is written for improvements in dust devil 
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detection at the Mars Science Laboratory's (MSL) site. Of the four remaining 

candidate MSL sites, the dusty plains of Gale crater may potentially be the site 

with the highest probability of dust devil activity. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Dust in the Martian Atmosphere 

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is the lower part of the atmosphere that 

interacts directly with planetary surfaces and is influenced by surface roughness and 

solar heating. PBL processes on Mars have remained a major topic of speculation 

for over two centuries since surface changes caused by the movement of dust were 

mistaken for seasonal changes associated with vegetation growth (Lowell, 1906; 

Slipher, 1938; Sinton, 1959). It is now understood that albedo and color changes as 

seen from Earth-based telescopes and from orbit are caused mainly by dust lifted 

during Mars’ warm southern spring and summer seasons; while, water clouds and 

frost during the cold seasons also cause visible seasonal changes. Aeolian processes 

are regarded as the primary geological process currently altering the martian 

surface; however, it is unclear how wind-related activity varies with location. Dust 

lifted into suspension and lofted through the atmosphere creates the perpetual haze 

that enshrouds the Red Planet. Dust is categorized as a sediment size that travels in 

suspension and is carried by turbulent air (Bagnold, 1941). These extremely small 

grains (< 3 µm in diameter on Mars; Pollack et al., 1977, 1979, 1995; Smith et al., 

1997; Tomasko et al., 1999; Wolff et al., 2006) have very large surface area-to-

mass ratios so the resistance (atmospheric drag) which acts opposite the direction of 

the particle’s motion through the atmosphere is capable of supporting their weight, 

thereby keeping them aloft for long periods of time. Observations of evolving 
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martian dust storms have shown that the tiniest grains can remain suspended for 

over 150 days (Pollack et al., 1979) before settling onto the surface.  

Dust plays an important role in altering global circulation patterns on Mars 

(Haberle et al., 1993). Mars’ low-pressure atmosphere (typically ~6-10 mbar) 

allows for the rapid formation of a midday superadiabatic layer with large near-

surface (~100-200 m above the surface) thermal gradients. Superadiabatic lapse 

rates (> 9.8 K/km) develop as a result of vertical instability in the lower 

atmosphere and are necessary for the formation of convective wells in the bottom 

layers of the PBL (Leovy, 1979). Convection under Mars’ present atmospheric 

conditions cannot transport sufficient heat from the surface to higher elevations 

allowing for stable dry adiabatic conditions (~ 9.8 K/km). These unstable 

conditions allow intense convection to persist between mid-morning and late 

afternoon when solar heating of the surface is strongest. Low ambient wind shear 

limits vertical mixing. Atmospheric CO2 (~95% of the total composition) is 

inferior to dust at absorbing incoming visible (400-600 nm) solar radiation. As 

more dust is entrained, less direct visible light reaches the surface and causes a 

decrease in surface heating. Atmospheric dust then reradiates the visible radiation 

back into the PBL at longer thermal infrared (IR) wavelengths, releasing energy 

in the form of heat. Changes in the thermal gradient associated with radiation 

from heated dust grains affects PBL convection and can alter Mars’ global climate 

(Kahn et al., 1992). 

The entrainment of dust into the atmosphere is a complex process that 

requires overcoming large interparticle forces (cohesion, static charges, van der 
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Waals force, etc.) among the dust grains. The physics of setting sediment into 

motion from rest is highly dependent on grain size and was first described by 

Bagnold in his observations of windblown sand in the Egyptian deserts (Bagnold, 

1941). These principles were later expanded and adapted to describe particle 

motion on Mars (Iversen et al., 1976; Greeley et al., 1980; Iversen and White, 

1982; Greeley and Iversen, 1985; Greeley et al., 2003). Wind shear (or friction) 

velocity (

€ 

u*) is related to the surface shear stress ( ) by: 

                                                          (1.1) 

where 

€ 

ρ  is the density of air. The friction velocity cannot be measured directly in 

the field but can be derived from wind profiles where wind speed is plotted as a 

function of elevation. It was found that there is a semi-logarithmic pattern 

demonstrating an increase in speed with elevation and 

€ 

u*  is the inverse of the 

slope of the line. 

Dust grains tend to collect in small spaces between larger course grains 

and are typically submerged within the atmospheric laminar sublayer where flow 

is streamlined. It is subjected to large interparticle forces because of its large 

surface area-to-mass ratios. It therefore, requires stronger horizontal surface shear 

to initiate movement compared to larger grains. Threshold velocity curves 

(Greeley et al., 1980; figure 1.1) produced from past laboratory experiments show 

that fine sand on Earth (~ 75 µm) and Mars (~115µm) is the easiest particle size 

to set into motion from PBL winds (Greeley and Iversen, 1985). In laboratory 

studies, Greeley et al., (1980) found that the minimum wind speed required to 

! 

"

! 

u
*

=
"

#
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move particles of a given size is roughly ten times larger at low martian-like 

atmospheric temperatures and pressures (~210 K, 6.5 mbar) than under Earth-like 

atmospheric conditions (~ 288 K, 1 bar). Under typical martian conditions, as 

measured by landed spacecraft, horizontal PBL winds are not strong enough to lift 

dust and therefore, consequent hypotheses were proposed about the possible 

entrainment mechanisms that were responsible for helping maintain the 

atmospheric dust haze (Greeley et al., 1977, 1992, 2003; Greeley, 2002). 

 
Figure 1.1 Particle threshold curves as a function of particle size for martian surface pressures (5 
and 10 mbar) and for representative martian temperatures (150, 195, and 240 K) from laboratory 
studies by Greeley et al., 1980. CASE1 represents free stream velocity at the top of the PBL for 
winds blowing over a flat surface of erodible grains; CASE 2 is for a similar surface with cobbles 
and boulders.  
 

Dust storms make major contributions to the lifting of large amounts of 

dust and other fine-grained sediment into the martian atmosphere where it can be 

redistributed, sometimes very long distances from its source (Leovy and Zurek, 

1979; Cantor et al., 2002). Local and regional dust storm activity is common 

during the warm seasons but is strongest and most frequent during late southern 

spring when Mars is at perihelion (a planet’s closest orbital approach to the Sun).  
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Roughly 78% of the dust storms observed during a 1999 orbital study (Cantor et 

al., 2001) occurred between late southern winter (Ls 161º; where Ls is the 

aerocentric longitude of the Sun in degrees where 0º is defined as the Mars’ 

northern spring equinox) and mid southern summer (Ls 326º). Incident solar 

radiation (insolation) is defined as a measure of solar radiation received on a 

given surface area in a given amount of time. Increased insolation causes 

increased turbulence and wind speeds that are capable of lifting sediment from the 

surface. Planet-encircling dust storms (referred commonly as global dust storms) 

create global obscuration of the surface from suspended dust are relatively 

infrequent, occurring every 2-3 martian years (Cantor et al, 2001). However, 

annual observations of martian temperatures and aerosol optical depth (a 

dimensionless measure of atmospheric dust opacity) indicate that it is impossible 

to attribute the perpetually hazy atmosphere dust load solely to storm activity. 

Saltation impact (Greeley, 2002) and strong wind gusts (Sullivan et al., 2008) also 

contribute to lifting dust, although these local events may be infrequent. Fueled by 

past predictions, the detection of convective thermal vortices by landed spacecraft 

(Ryan and Lucich, 1983), and the discovery of active dust devils seen in Viking 

Orbiter images (Thomas and Gierasch, 1985), the last five decades has seen 

analyses from optical observations, meteorological detection, and analytical and 

high-resolution computer modeling. The results have shown that active dust 

devils are ubiquitous on the martian surface. They are capable of lifting large 

amounts of dust into suspension, making them significant contributors to the 

overall martian atmospheric dust load. Thus vortices are an important mechanism 
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for lifting large amounts of dust even in the absence of strong horizontal wind 

shear and they help maintain the atmospheric haze when dust storm activity is 

low. 

1.1.2   Formation of Dust Devils on Mars 

Atmospheric vortices (spinning masses of fluid) are a common type of 

aeolian process that forms as a result of convective heating above warm planetary 

surfaces. Dust devils (central dust-laden columns of convective vortices) are 

powered by insolation in the presence of atmospheric instability (Sinclair, 1966, 

1973; Metzger et al., 1999). The formation of convective vortices and the 

mechanisms that allow them to entrain dust to become dust devils is important on 

Earth and Mars (reviewed by Balme and Greeley, 2006). They have proven to be 

commonplace on Mars, although their occurrence is unevenly distributed across the 

surface (Cantor et al., 2001, 2006; Whelley and Greeley, 2008). Dust devils are 

generated in the martian PBL (Ryan, 1964; Gierasch and Goody, 1973) and have 

been observed over a large range of elevations and latitudes (Cantor et al., 2006). 

The study of dust devils as a significant dust entrainment mechanism on Mars is 

important for understanding global feedbacks between climate, atmospheric 

circulation and dust loading. 

A convective vortex is a vertically rotating thermal air column generated 

by rising air parcels that are heated from contact with the warm midday surface 

(Sinclair, 1966, 1969, 1973; Ryan and Carroll, 1970; Rennó et al., 1998, Metzger 

et al., 1999). Insolation is the primary source of energy for the developing vortex, 

which transfers heat to air parcels that are lifted into the low-pressure core. If PBL 
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conditions are appropriate for the generation of convective vortices and ample 

unconsolidated fine-grained sediment is present on the surface over which a 

vortex passes, then the vortex can become a dust devil. Dust devils are only seen 

when sediment is lifted into the swirling column but vortices can persist even 

when loose sediment is unavailable.  

The structure of a martian dust devil is similar to its terrestrial counter-part 

(Metzger, 1999; Balme and Greeley, 2006; figure 1.2). To conserve mass, warm 

air parcels move radially inward along the surface and then are raised from the 

surface around the low-pressure core of the vortex (Ryan & Carroll, 1970; Ferri et 

al., 2003; Greeley et al., 2003). As warm buoyant parcels of air rise to cooler 

areas, they expand to accommodate decreasing atmospheric pressure. As the air 

parcels expand, they lose internal energy and their temperature decreases. 

However, the heat transferred into the column from the relatively warm grains 

lifted from the surface, further bolsters the dust devil’s energy. Local atmospheric 

eddies generated from turbulent air masses interacting with uneven surface 

roughness elements and the conservation of angular momentum within the dust 

devil column induces local vorticity (a tendency for a fluid to “spin”; in fluid 

dynamics, it is the curl of the fluid velocity) and causes the mass to rotate 

(Sinclair, 1966; Ryan and Carroll, 1970; Carroll and Ryan, 1970; Rennó et al., 

2000). As more air moves inward to fill the void left by the rising parcels, the 

bulk mass surrounding the rotational axis increases, which further intensifies its 

vorticity (Rennó et al., 1998) and adds strength to the column.  
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In a terrestrial study using a meteorological tower to measure winds 

speeds of a passing dust devil at three heights, Sinclair (1966) found three distinct 

regions that comprise the dust devil structure. Region 1 (0 m < z < 2 m), the near-

surface region, makes up the “vortex boundary layer” and is most concentrated 

with sediment. Region 2 (2 m < z < 10 m), the main part of the dust devil, is the 

region with negligible mass transfer between the near-vertical column and the 

surrounding air. Region 3 (z > 10 m), the top of the dust devil, is the area where 

rotation decays and there is a net release of dust into the ambient flow. The three 

heights that were analyzed were based solely on the restrictions of the equipment 

and are not necessarily the only divisions in a dust devil (Sinclair, 1966). 
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Figure 1.2 Dust devils imaged on Earth and Mars. (a) Dust devil imaged in Arizona desert, Earth 
on 8 June 2005 (image credit: NASA/ U. of Michigan) and (b) dust devil imaged by MER Spirit in 
plains of Gusev crater, Mars on sol 581 (image credit: NASA/JPL/Cornell). 
 

The sustainability of a dust devil on Earth and Mars favors (1) clear skies 

for maximum and frequent insolation (2) a calm and arid environment so that 

cooling and cohesion from moisture are negligible (3) the development of strong 

near-surface convection (4) local impediments to wind flow as to produce wake 

eddies and (5) ample unconsolidated sediment on the surface (reviewed by Balme 

and Greeley, 2006). The detection of convective vortices on Earth and Mars 

indicates that superadiabatic atmospheric conditions are being generated in the 

PBL. It also indicates that local eddies are being produced in turbulent winds. The 

development of dust devils implies that there is ample locally derived, 

unconsolidated dust to be lifted. Laboratory experiments have shown that vortex 

threshold is analogous to PBL shear for sand-sized particles at Earth (~1 bar at sea 

level) pressures, making horizontal velocity one of the primary mechanisms for 

sand lifting (Greeley et al., 2003). Terrestrial dust devils are inferior to boundary 

layer winds at lifting and transporting dust (Balme and Greeley, 2006). Dust on 
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Mars, however, is very difficult to move solely by boundary layer winds. 

Laboratory studies (Greeley et al., 2003) have shown that the low-pressure core of 

a dust devil is more influential than boundary layer winds at overcoming 

interparticle and gravitational forces between dust grains. The low-pressure core 

of a dust devil relative to the higher-pressure ambient conditions (referred to as 

the Δ-P effect) is thought to create a “vacuum cleaner” effect that lifts grains into 

the flow (figure 1.3). 

 
Figure 1.3. Forces on a particle beneath a passing convective vortex; from Greeley et al. 2003. 
 
 Vortices are governed by three internal wind components, tangential 

velocity U, radial velocity V, and vertical velocity W (reviewed by Balme and 

Greeley, 2006). Past terrestrial studies have shown that the tangential wind 

component approximates a Rankine vortex model (Faber, 1995) for most dust 

devils. Horizontal winds increase linearly from zero at the dust devil core to the 

maximum speed (Vp; peak velocity) at the dust-laden boundary (Rv; radius of the 

vortex) and then decreases with a 1/r relationship (where r is the radial distance 

out from the core) from the column boundary out to the edge of influence (figure 

1.4). Sinclair (1973) found that for the terrestrial dust devils the wind speed model 

is closer to r -1/2 than 1/r for the portion of the dust devil closest to the surface. 
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Balme and Greeley (2006) attributed this difference to the nonconservation of 

angular momentum caused by frictional loses due to contact with the surface. 

Horizontal speed, made up of the radial and tangential components of internal 

wind, is given by  

Vh = (V2 + U2)1/2.    (1.2)   

Balme and Greeley (2006) found that vertical flow dominates the center of a 

typical dust devil, vertical and tangential flow dominate the area within the 

column, and radial and tangential flow dominate the area outside of the column.  

 
Figure 1.4. Rankine model for the tangential velocity structure of a vortex; the central region of 
the vortex is in solid rotation and tangential velocity rises as a linear function of radius to a peak 
(Vp) at the column boundary (Rv); the exterior region of the vortex decreases as the inverse of the 
distance from the vortex center; from Balme and Greeley, 2006. 
 
1.1.3 Detection of Dust Devils with Landed Spacecraft 

In order to make sense of seasonal variations in PBL processes, 

atmospheric monitoring from the surface needs to be spatially and temporally 

consistent (Metzger et al., 1999; Rennó et al., 2000). Ideally, a global array of 

landed MET instruments capable of measuring diurnal variations in temperature, 
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pressure, the prevailing wind vector, and the depth of the PBL are necessary to 

fully describe near-surface atmospheric conditions. The internal wind components 

(tangential, radial, and vertical winds) can be measured for each passing vortex 

depending on sensor capability. Simultaneous optical imaging would provide a 

means to put into context MET sensor data and to provide ground truth. Even 

though global atmospheric measurements are currently unavailable, landed 

spacecraft have provided a means to make inferences about local atmospheric 

thermal instability and near-surface convection. Despite resource limitations and 

degradation of landed spacecraft, dust devils were imaged by optical cameras or 

inferred from MET instruments at all six successful Mars landing sites: Viking 1 

and 2 (VL-1 and VL-2); Mars Pathfinder; Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and 

Opportunity; and the Phoenix Mars Lander sites; figure 1.5. These data provide a 

unique opportunity to compare dust devils at six distinct latitudes in terms of size, 

speed, frequency, dust flux, and dust loading. These comparisons will provide 

information about the unstable and turbulent nature of each landing site and the 

amount of dust that is being lifted due solely to dust devil activity. Direct 

comparisons among the landed spacecraft are difficult because of differences in 

seasonal patterns at each location, instrument type, resolution, and sampling rate. 

Therefore, spatial and temporal normalization was necessary for comparisons to 

be made among data sets. 
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Figure 1.5 Colorized MOLA elevation map showing approximate locations of spacecraft landing 
sites. 
 

Hundreds of active dust devils have been imaged by landed and orbiting 

spacecraft (Thomas and Gierasch, 1985; Metzger et al., 1999; Ferri et al., 2003; 

Ellehoj et al., 2010; Fisher et al., 2005; Cantor et al., 2006; Greeley et al., 2006, 

2010; Stanzel et al., 2006, 2008; Towner, 2009). When multiple images are taken 

within a short amount of time from the surface, changes in dust devil morphology, 

vertical speeds of dust within the column, and the horizontal speed at which the 

vortex is moved by ambient winds can be estimated, allowing dust fluxes and 

loading to be calculated. Orbital analysis of active dust devils and tracks created 

as dust devils remove surface dust has been used to infer their frequency, size and 

shape (Greeley et al., 2004; Fisher et al., 2005; Drake et al., 2006; Cantor et al., 

2006; Verba et al., 2010). Since their discovery in Viking Orbiter (VO) images 

(Thomas and Gierasch, 1985), tens of thousands of dust devils have been imaged 

by orbiting cameras (Fisher et al., 2005; Drake et al., 2006; Cantor et al., 2006; 
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Stanzel et al., 2006, 2008; Towner, 2009). Due to limitations in spatial resolution, 

dust devils imaged from orbit were biased towards the largest sizes. Past studies 

of the global distribution of tracks and assumptions on the amount of dust 

removed to form a visible track indicate that dust devils can entrain nearly half the 

amount of dust as lifted during dust storms (Whelley and Greeley, 2008). 

However, it is not well understood why only some dust devils leave a track in 

their wake. Results from orbital analyses of active dust devils estimate that only 

14% of them leave tracks, likely due to the track not having sufficient contrast to 

the adjacent terrain (Cantor et al., 2006; Whelley and Greeley, 2008). Also, it is 

unclear whether the width of the dust devil track represents the visible diameter of 

the dusty column or is representative of the larger area of disturbance. Orbital 

observations of dust devils and track surveys are important to gauge the spatial 

and temporal extent of their activity. However, spacecraft orbital trajectories 

inhibit frequent monitoring of any single area other than at the poles. Therefore, 

this study focused solely on comparing active dust devils detected or imaged from 

the surface due to more frequent and consistent sampling. 

The majority of terrestrial and martian pressure, temperature and wind 

measurements have been made in situ because of the insufficient resolution of 

remote sensing techniques. Typical temperature and pressure perturbation 

measured within terrestrial dust devils are 4 to 8 K and 2.0 to 7.0 mbar  (Sinclair, 

1964, 1973). Dust-laden vortices are inferred from sudden atmospheric pressure 

drops accompanied by temperature increases and changes in the local wind vector 

by MET instruments onboard landed spacecraft (Ryan and Lucich, 1983; Murphy 
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and Nelli, 2002; Ringrose et al., 2003; Ferri et al., 2003; Ellehoj et al., 2010; 

figure 1.6). When passing vortices move across landed MET instruments with 

lateral speeds that exceed threshold (~25-30 m/s; Greeley and Iversen, 1985) 

predicted to lift fine sand (the easiest grain size moved by horizontal winds) from 

the surface, they have been inferred to be dust laden. However, without 

simultaneous optical imaging, it is unknown whether the tangential component of 

wind within a vortex plays a significant role in initiating dust movement. 

Therefore, the true number of dust-laden vortices from MET studies remains 

unknown.  

 
Figure 1.6. Best documented vortex detected MET instruments on Sol 25 of the Pathfinder 
mission at 1415 LST showing an abrupt pressure drop due to core passage, and a simultaneous 
360º wind rotation and embedded temperature increase; from Schofield et al. (1997). 
 
1.2 Objective of Study 

The objective of this research is to compare dust devils at the six sites in 

order to determine spatial variations in frequency, morphology and behavior. 

Spirit’s data are used as the basis of comparison because they are the most 

extensive compilation on this topic, spanning three consecutive martian years of 
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analysis (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). A dust devil season is defined as the period 

when the frequency of activity was large and continuous (Greeley et al., 2010). At 

the Spirit site, dust devil seasons were periods when dust devils were active for 

consecutive days without breaks in activity. Inter- and intra-seasonal variations in 

the Spirit data were investigated prior to making comparisons to the dust devils 

detected at the other five sites. For each of the landing sites different methods of 

detecting dust devil activity were used. All results were therefore spatially and 

temporally normalized, similar to the methods used in the Greeley et al. (2006, 

2010) papers before direct comparisons to the Spirit data were made. Dust devil 

sizes, speeds, frequency, and dust fluxes at the six landing sites are compared 

when the listed parameter is available. Finally, potential dust devil activity at the 

four remaining candidate landing sites for the 2011 Mars Science Laboratory 

(MSL) is discussed and ideas for an effective, future dust devil detection 

campaign are outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2 LANDING SITE OVERVIEW 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

In order to compare dust devil parameters measured and derived at each of 

the six landing sites (figure 1.5) it is important to outline each detection campaign 

and the methods by which the data collected were processed and synthesized. 

This chapter outlines the instruments used by each of the six spacecraft in dust 

devil and vortex detection. Then, each mission is described in terms of general 

objectives, landing site morphology, climate predictions and/or observed weather 

conditions during the period corresponding to each dust devil study, and a 

description of the detection campaigns carried out for each site. The six spacecraft 

are described in order by landing date (table 2.1). 

 
 
Table 2.1. Dates and number of sols (martian days) in operation, site location, and coordinates of 
landed Martian spacecraft; The last communication with Spirit was on 22 March 2010 but 
continuing efforts to elicit a response from the rover are still underway before NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory will switch to single rover operations. 
 
2.2 Instruments Used in Dust Devil and Vortex Detection 

Each spacecraft was equipped with a unique instrument payload suited to 

meet individual mission goal requirements. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 list the optical 

camera systems and MET instruments used in aeolian campaigns to image dust 

devils and detect vortices along with the number of features reported at each site. 

The term vortex will refer to dust devils that were only detected by MET sensors 
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because without simultaneous optical imaging there is no way to determine if they 

were dust-laden. Dust devils are imaged in optical camera systems and are most 

easily resolved using frame enhancement and subtraction techniques. Dust devils 

are most easily imaged against the horizon because concentrated dust within the 

column appears darker than the brighter less concentrated atmospheric dust and 

brighter against the darker substrate below the horizon (Metzger et al., 1999). 

Image subtraction and contrast enhancement techniques work best to resolve faint 

dust devils. Convective vortices are identified by abrupt pressure drops as their 

low-pressure cores move across stationary MET sensors (Sinclair, 1973).  Abrupt 

increases in temperature and wind speed and an 180º shift in wind direction are 

also indications that a vortex has passed over MET sensors. Small-scale 

temperature and wind vector fluctuations occur naturally in turbulent PBL 

environments in the absence of vortices and do not always accompany vortex-

induced pressure drops, making it more difficult to identify vortex activity based 

solely on these detections.  To confirm the presence of a dust devil from MET 

data, optical imaging is necessary to verify that dust has been lifted into the vortex 

column. However, some MET studies made inferences about the passage of dust-

laden vortices from the tangential speeds at which vortices over the sensors. As 

stated in Chapter One, this assumption does not take into account the Δ-P effect of 

the vortex’s low-pressure core, only tangential speeds as a necessary entrainment 

mechanism to overcome interparticle forces and gravity. 
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Viking Lander Instruments 

VL-1 and VL-2 were equipped with a pair of facsimile cameras (100 mm 

resolution) each with an array of 12 silicon photodiodes and six spectral bands 

(ranging from 0.4-1.0 µm) for color and near-infrared (IR) imaging (Huck et al., 

1975). At a height of 1.3 m above the surface, and assuming a spherical Mars, the 

VL cameras were capable of imaging the horizon 3.0 km away (Binder et al., 

1977). Hundreds of thousands of low- and high-resolution black and white, color 

and IR images were taken of the surrounding terrain, but no dust devils were 

resolved in any optical frames (Ryan and Lucich, 1983). Poor camera resolution 

and sparse temporal sampling are a likely reason why no dust devils were imaged 

at either site. 

Hundreds of vortices were, however, detected with the landers’ 

temperature and wind vector sensors. Diurnal patterns of wind, temperature and 

pressure were recorded by both landers with the Viking Meteorology Instrument 

System (VMIS) (Chamberlain et al., 1976; figure 2.1). An ambient pressure 

sensor (stressed-diaphragm variable reluctance transducer) mounted underneath 

the VL deck (0.81 m above the surface) provided consistent measurements at both 

landing sites; however, pressure was sampled at a rate too slow (roughly once 

every 17 minutes; Ryan and Lucich, 1983) to detect the rapid passage of a 

vortex’s low-pressure core and was not used in dust devil studies. The ambient 

temperature sensor consisted of a three Chromel-Constantan thermocouples 

mounted 1.6 m above the surface on the end of the Meteorology Sensor Assembly 

mast (MSA). They were capable of measuring the entire range of predicted 
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martian temperatures with an accuracy of 1.5ºC (Hess et al., 1977). Fluctuations 

in the ambient wind vector were recorded with a pair of mast-mounted hot film 

anemometers mounted orthogonally and maintained at 100ºC above the ambient 

gas temperature as measured by a reference temperature sensor. The wind sensors 

measured the total wind speed (tangential, radial and vertical components) and 

true horizontal flow could not be separated (Ryan and Lucich, 1983) for 

independent analysis. Accuracies of 10% were determined for wind speeds in the 

range 2-150 m/s, but were shown to degrade for very light winds (Hess et al., 

1977). A quadrant sensor provided an independent wind direction measurement 

orthogonal to the pair of anemometers. It consisted of a heated cylinder 

surrounded by four thermocouple junctions at equal angles and identified the 

quadrant from which the wind was blowing within an accuracy of about 10º. All 

vortices detected at the VL landing sites were inferred from abrupt increases in 

the ambient temperature and wind speed and a 360º rotation in wind direction 

(Ryan and Lucich, 1983; Ringrose et al., 2003). Wind and temperature 

measurements were sampled night and day in intervals ranging between 1.2 and 

112 seconds (Chamberlain et al., 1976; Ryan and Lucich, 1983) with most 

measurements sampled every 32 and 64 seconds during the daytime hours (1000-

1700 LST) when dust devils are most active. 
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Figure 2.1. (Top) Schematic of Viking Lander showing location of Viking cameras, MET mast, 
and MET instruments; (Bottom) diagram of Meteorology Sensor Assembly and locations of 
temperature and wind sensors; both from Chamberlain et al., 1976. 

 
It must be noted that although the instruments performed very well, there 

were two anomalies that affected the VL MET data early in the mission (Hess et 

al., 1977). First, on sol 45 of the VL-1 mission the quadrant heater experienced 

erratic behavior and was no longer producing accurate wind direction readings. 

Due to partial instrument failures, most of the wind data from VL-1 could not be 

used. Second, on sol 25 of the VL-2 mission the ambient temperature sensor 

exhibited a temperature-dependent error. A correction was applied, however the 
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reference temperature sensor was used to measure the ambient temperature 

throughout most of the primary mission.  

Mars Pathfinder Lander Instruments 

Pathfinder provided the first images of dust devils from the surface 

(Metzger et al., 1999) in frames taken with the Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP). 

The IMP was a mast-mounted, multispectral (440 to 1000 nm), stereoscopic 

camera that utilized the first CCD on the surface of Mars (Smith et al., 1997; 

figure 2.2), deriving its heritage from the descent imager/spectral radiometer 

(Tomasko et al., 1996) that operated on the Cassini Mission’s Huygens Probe. 

From its vantage point 1.75 m above the surface, the horizon was calculated to be 

roughly 3.4 km away at 3.4 m/pixel resolution (Smith et al., 1997). The IMP 

served many purposes during the 83-sol mission; it provided high resolution 

images of the surrounding terrain in a range of wavelengths from visible to near 

IR, provided spectral contrast of surface features to determine the mineralogy, 

determined the atmospheric aerosol optical depth, measured the abundance of 

water vapor, monitored activities of the Sojourner rover, and imaged the 

windsock experiment. The IMP windsock experiment allowed measurements to 

be made of near-surface wind speeds as a function of height from the ground 

based on the deflection angle from vertical and the azimuth of windsocks 

(Sullivan et al., 2000). Analysis of the windsocks mounted at 33.1, 62.4, and 91.6 

cm above the solar petal allowed for the first time near-surface wind profiles to be 

measured on Mars from which the aerodynamic roughness length and wind 

friction speeds were determined. 
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Figure 2.2. The Pathfinder Lander as it was deployed on Mars with locations of MET instruments 
and optical camera; from Seiff et al., 1977. 

 
The Pathfinder atmospheric structure investigation/meteorology 

(ASI/MET) experiment measured vertical atmospheric density, ambient pressure 

and temperature, and the ambient wind vector (Seiff et al., 1997; figure 2.2). The 

pressure sensor was similar to that used on the VL, a deflecting diaphragm 

variable reluctance transducer, but with a sensitivity 100 times greater (Hess et 

al., 1977; Seiff et al., 1997). Ambient pressure measurements were made through 

a 1-m inlet tube mounted on the lander petal within 10 cm on the ground. With a 

sampling rate averaging a few seconds, pressure data was primarily used to detect 

passing vortices that passed over the Pathfinder lander (Murphy and Nelli, 2002; 

Ferri et al., 2003). The design of the temperature sensors on Pathfinder were also 

similar to those used on the Viking Landers, however, unlike the single 

thermocouple mounted on the VL MSA mast, three Chromel-Constantan 

thermocouples were mounted at three different locations (0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 m 

above the lander petal which was ~ 5 cm thick) on the Pathfinder MET mast 
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(Seiff et al., 1997). Wind speed and direction were measured by multiple hot-wire 

anemometers mounted at a single location 1.2 m above the ground. They were 

capable of measuring wind speed to within ~1 m/s at low speeds and within ~4 

m/s for speeds over 20 m/s. During the 30-sol primary mission phase, 51 equally 

spaced MET sessions were made to analyze diurnal fluctuations. All MET sensors 

were measured at the same frequency. Sessions lasted 3 minutes and each 

instrument sampled the atmosphere at 4-second intervals. PBL variations were 

measured with interspersed sessions lasting 15 minutes to an hour with 1 second 

sampling. After the primary mission ended MET sampling was mainly performed 

during the daylight hours. Five sols (25, 32, 38, 55, and 68), referred to a the 

Presidential MET Sessions, were devoted to collecting MET data continuously for 

a complete sol at 4 second intervals.  

Mars Exploration Rovers Instruments 

To conserve total spacecraft mass and mission cost, neither MER Athena 

payload was equipped with MET instruments capable of directly measuring the 

ambient wind vector and atmospheric pressure (Squyres et al., 2003). PBL 

temperature profiles were measured throughout the MER mission with the rovers’ 

miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometers (Mini-TES; Christensen et al., 2003). 

Mini-TES thermal IR sensors are located in the rover’s Warm Electronics Box 

(WEB) and view the terrain through an internal telescope that transfers 

information reflected onto a set of mirrors mounted at the top the Pancam Mast 

Assembly (PMA; 1.54 m above the surface).  Mini-TES collected high-resolution 

(10 cm-1) spectra over the wavelengths 5-29.5 µm and recorded subtle 
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temperature perturbations caused by the convective and turbulent near-surface (up 

to 2 km from the surface) environment. But due to risk of aerosol contamination 

to the spectrometer the Mini-TES shroud was closed during very windy, dusty 

periods causing measurements of thermal profiles to be inconsistent during the 

warm spring and summer seasons when dust devils were most active (Smith et al., 

2006). Mini-TES atmospheric integration average roughly 7 minutes making it 

improbable that Mini-TES was pointed in the direction of a passing dust devil 

while it took measurements. To date, no thermal measurements of active dust 

devils have been made with either MER Mini-TES. 

Dust devils at the MER Spirit and Opportunity sites were resolved in 

optical images using frame subtraction and contrast enhancement techniques to 

enhance fine detail (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). Four optical cameras were used 

in detection (figure 2.3): the Panoramic camera (Pancam; Bell et al., 2003), 

Navigation camera (Navcam; Maki et al., 2003), and the Front and Rear Hazard 

Avoidance cameras (Hazcams; Maki et al., 2003). Pancam consists of a pair of 

PMA-mounted, multispectral, stereoscopic science cameras used to image the 

surface terrain in high resolution (0.28 mrad/pix) and in color. It also monitored 

the atmospheric aerosol optical depth from direct imaging of the Sun and sky 

multiple times a sol. The Pancam has three times the spatial resolution compared 

to the Pathfinder IMP and VL cameras. Navcam is a PMA-mounted, 

monochromatic, engineering stereo pair used primarily to support the operation of 

MER by providing images that aid in traverse planning and pointing for the 

Pancam and Mini-TES. The Front and Rear Hazcams are two pair of forward- and 
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aft-facing body-mounted engineering cameras. They provide protection from 

navigation hazards that are hidden by the solar panels from Navcam view and aid 

in positioning of the Instrument Deployment Device (IDD) onto targets of interest 

for more detailed examination. 

 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of a Mars Exploration Rover showing the locations of the optical cameras 
and other instruments; from Squyres et al., 2003.  

 
Phoenix Mars Lander Instruments 

Dust devil and vortex detection campaigns during the Phoenix mission 

were carried out using the Surface Stereo Imager (SSI), the lander’s primary 

imaging system, and the MET weather station (figure 2.4). The SSI is a mast-

mounted, multispectral, stereo pair used to image the landing site terrain in high-

resolution and in color (Lemmon et al., 2008) and supported a large variety of 

scientific investigations. The Phoenix SSI was mechanically similar to the 

Pathfinder IMP (Smith et al., 1997) and the failed Mars Polar Lander’s SSI 

(Smith et al., 2001) and supported calibration similar to the IMP and MER 
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Pancam (Bell et al., 2003). The images of the surrounding terrain were primarily 

used to generate digital terrain maps that were used to guide the placement of the 

lander’s Robotic Arm (RA) for accurate sampling. The SSI aided in atmospheric 

studies by measuring the optical depth through frequent solar and sky imaging, 

observing blowing dust and passing clouds, and by monitoring the movement of 

the mast-mounted Telltale, a passive wind sensor, mounted at the top of the 1-m 

MET mast to document local wind conditions (Lemmon et al., 2008; 

Gunnlaugsson et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2008; Moores et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 2.4. Schematic of the Phoenix Lander showing locations of Telltale, Thermocouples, and 
SSI; from Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2010. 

 
The Phoenix MET package included instruments capable of measuring the 

ambient temperature, pressure, wind vector, and atmospheric optical depth 

(Gunnlaugsoon et al., 2008; Whiteway et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2008; Smith et 

al., 2008). The temperature sensors consist of three Constantan-Chromel fine-wire 

thermocouples mounted 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 m on the top of the lander solar panel 

(located ~1 m above the surface). Pressure is detected via a silicon diaphragm 

sensor with a sampling rate of a few seconds, capable of detecting pressure drops 
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from passing vortices.  Due to limitations in total mission budget and mass 

constraints, Phoenix was not equipped with a hot film anemometer (Taylor et al., 

2008) unlike the Pathfinder and VL MET packages. Late in the mission-planning 

phase, the decision was made to include the Telltale, a mechanical wind indicator 

that required no direct power or data transmission facilities to operate. Unlike the 

Pathfinder wind sock experiment that was designed to evaluate surface roughness 

and wind friction speeds (Sullivan et al., 2000), the Phoenix Telltale was 

incorporated into the payload primarily to monitor the direction and speed of 

ambient winds 2 meters above the surface (Gunnlaugsson et al., 2008). To 

measure wind direction and magnitude, observable deflections in horizontal winds 

were animated with the Telltale wind assembly and imaged with the SSI. It was 

designed so that low energy winds deflected the Telltale in the wind direction 

proportional to the magnitude of the horizontal wind component. At higher wind 

speeds the Telltale would oscillate until winds exceed 10 m/s where it reached its 

maximum deflection angle and lose its wind speed/deflection correlation. 

2.3 Landing Sites 

2.3.1 Viking Lander 1 

The Mars Viking Mission involved four spacecraft, consisting of a pair of 

orbiters (VO-1 and VO-2) and a pair of landers (VL-1 and VL-2). Primary 

mission goals for VL-1 and VL-2 included characterizing the structure and 

composition of the atmosphere and surface terrain surrounding the landers and 

searching for evidence of past and present organic biology. VL-1 and VL-2 

performed the first successful soft landing on the martian surface in July and 
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September 1976 respectively and confirmed the feasibility of using a parachute 

and retrorockets to slow the spacecraft down in the thin atmosphere (~6 mbar) 

during EDL. Because VL-1 and VL-2 were powered by radioisotopic 

thermoelectric generators (RTGs), which create electricity from heat given off by 

the natural decay of plutonium, they were operational during the day and night. 

VL-1 landed in southwest Chryse Planitia (Thomas Mutch Memorial 

Station; 22.48ºN, 310.03ºE; figure 2.5) in the martian subtropics on 20 July 1976 

in the early northern martian summer (Ls 98º). Early in Chryse Planitia’s 

evolution, flood basalts are thought to have filled the low-lying basin followed by 

subsequent cooling and erosion (Binder et al., 1977; Greeley et al., 1977). 

Dominant features at the landing site were ridges and troughs and orbiter analysis 

indicates that VL-1 landed on a wrinkle ridge (Binder et al., 1977) that was 

chemically and mechanically eroded. The flat volcanic plains have been affected 

by past fluvial erosion (Greeley et al., 1977) theorized to have occurred at a time 

when the climate may have been hotter and wetter, and have subsequently been 

filled by channel deposits (Binder et al., 1977). The VL-1 landing (figure 2.6) site 

was characterized by a regular distribution of angular volcanic rocks (centimeter-

to-meter in size), many pitted from aeolian erosion, exposed bedrock, and 

abundant drifts of fine-grained wind-blown sediment (Binder et al., 1977; Moore 

et al., 1977). There was a lack of sand-sized sediment in the vicinity of the lander 

but the terrain showed abundant finer-grained sediment (<100 µm) (Moore et al., 

1977). 
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Figure 2.5. Colorized MRO Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation map showing location of 
Viking Lander 1 in Chryse Planitia 
 

 
Figure 2.6. Viking 1 landing site taken with the lander’s camera #1 at about 0730 LST. The Sun 
rose two hours earlier and is located about 30º above the horizon in the center of the image. The 
MET mast cuts across the left side of the image. Image credit: NASA/JPL PIA00393 
 

Reconstructed near-surface wind data extracted from the partially failed 

VL-1 wind sensor indicated that diurnal wind patterns during the northern 

summer season were controlled by thermal effects induced by regional 

topography with little influence from global circulation (Murphy et al., 1990).  

The lander was positioned near the center of the Chryse Planitia basin, a structure 

roughly 300 km in diameter and 3 km at its deepest. Drainage winds tended to 

move downslope during the coldest times of the sol just before dawn and upslope 
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during the warmest times of the sol corresponding to the period of peak insolation 

and turbulence. Midday winds at the VL-1 site displayed a pattern of 360º 

counterclockwise rotation each sol with infrequent periods of clockwise rotation 

(Hess et al., 1977). Nighttime winds were light, generally less than 2 m/s. Wind 

speeds increased throughout the morning, reaching a maximum at about 1100 

LST. During the summer season suspended dust in the atmosphere from local 

storms was the major source of opacity during the day (Pollack et al., 1977). As 

the summer season progressed there was a transition in local winds from being 

influenced by regional topography to one induced by global circulation (Hess et 

al., 1977). As the seasons progressed into northern fall and winter, a ground fog 

was detected to condense in the evenings and last throughout the night until 

sublimating shortly after sunrise. At both VL sites a seasonal pattern of decline 

was detected during the spring and summer seasons corresponding to the loss of 

atmospheric mass with the growth of the southern polar cap. Ambient pressure 

reached a minimum at Ls 149º (late northern summer) and increased with the 

sublimation of the southern polar cap as the southern hemisphere neared spring. 

One detailed study was carried out to document dust devil activity near the 

VL-1 landing site. Ryan and Lucich (1983) analyzed temperature and wind sensor 

data for the first year of surface operations and isolated 47 sols out of the first 

three seasons after landing that provided valuable results (15 sols in the summer, 

18 sols in the fall and 14 sols in the winter). To minimize bias, equal time 

intervals were chosen each season when MET data were optimal for vortex 

detection (consistent data with no data gaps or sampling rate limitations). Data 
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collected during the spring season wasn’t used in the study due to anomalies that 

had not been resolved by the time their results were published. The ratio of the 

maximum horizontal wind speed along the track associated with the passing 

vortex ( uv) to the ambient horizontal wind speed (ua) was used to identify an 

embedded vortex in the flow, where only situations in which uv/ua > 1 were 

regarded as possible vortices. A total of 40 vortices were detected: 23 in the 

summer, 12 in the fall, and 5 in the winter. The percentage of sols in each 

seasonal study that contained vortices was 60%, 33%, and 36%, respectively. The 

criteria used in identifying the signature of an embedded vortex was a rapid 360º 

rotation in the ambient wind vector, an abrupt rise in temperature if the core 

passed over the sensors, and an increase in wind speed as the vortex approached 

the lander followed by a minimum wind speed when the core reached the sensors.  

Two major dust storms occurred within the first year of VL operations in 

1977. The first (1977A) arrived at the VL-1 site during the early northern fall 

season (sols 209-222, Ls 207º-215º) and the second (1977B) arrived at the VL-1 

site during the mid northern winter (sols 312-314, Ls 273º-275º) (Ryan and Henry, 

1979). Both originated in the southern hemisphere and are centered about 

perihelion. The induced atmospheric dust during the storms caused significant 

increases in ambient pressure, wind speed, and aerosol optical depth and decrease 

in diurnal temperature amplitude. GCM data indicates that the fastest winds occur 

in the northern winter when Mars is at perihelion. Wind speeds during 1977A 

attained an hourly average of 17.7 m/s in the late evening and wind gusts as large 

as 25.6 m/s were recorded (Ryan and Henry, 1979). During 1977B wind speeds 
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reached a maximum average of 17.3 m/s with peak gusts recorded at 25.7 m/s. 

The speed of the largest gusts during each storm corresponds to a friction velocity 

of 2 m/s at 1.6 m, the height of the VL MET mast. Surface friction speeds to 

initiate erosion are 8 m/s for 10 µm dust-sized particles and only 2 m/s for 115 

µm particles (Greeley and Iversen, 1985; White et al., 1997). It is probable that 

sediment was raised during the passage of either storm, and on surfaces where 

dust was exposed to the PBL winds it also may have been entrained. Dust optical 

depth at the VL-1 site remained over 2.0 for a period of 40 sols following 1977A 

and 60 sols following 1977B. During 1977A max wind speeds did not exceed 14 

m/s (Ryan and Henry, 1979) at the VL-2 site. At that time the north polar cap had 

advanced to cover most of the area poleward of the landing site. Optical depth 

exceeded 2 for periods of 30 sols following 1977A and 50 sols following 1977B 

at the VL-2 site. Both VL sites experienced large wind speeds during the height of 

the storms and no vortices were detected at either site during periods when the 

largest wind speeds (> 20 m/s) were detected. 

2.3.2 Viking Lander 2 

VL-2 landed in Utopia Planitia (Gerald Soffen Memorial Station; 49.97ºN, 

134.01ºE; figure 2.7) on 3 September 1976 (44.5 sols after VL-1 landed in Chryse 

Planitia; Ls 120º early northern summer) just west of the large (~100 km 

diameter) Mie impact basin (Mutch et al., 1976, 1977). The flat terrain near the 

landing site displays very few craters, a shallow network of polygonal troughs not 

seen at the VL-1 site, and is covered in large boulders relatively uniform in shape, 

albedo, and texture (figure 2.8). VL-2 is thought to have landed on the distal part 
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of the Mie ejecta blanket. Rocks at the VL-2 site are regularly strewn about and 

displayed a bimodal size distribution of fine-grained (>100µm) aeolian sediment 

and large boulders (10-120 cm), indicating two distinct depositional events. The 

boulders contained numerous pits (few mm to few cm across) interpreted to be 

volcanic vesicles thought to have formed when the frothy volatile-rich part of a 

lava flow solidified and were later modified by aeolian abrasion. It has been 

theorized that either the boulders were emplaced as a poorly sorted debris flow as 

a result of the formation of Mie crater or represent an eroded lava flow that 

occurred after the formation of Mie crater (Carr et al., 1977; Mutch et al., 1977). 

Unlike the VL-1 site, there are no large drift deposits, very few wind streaks in 

the lee of rocks, and no exposed bedrock at the VL-2 site. 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Colorized MRO Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation map showing location of 
Viking Lander 2 in Utopia Planitia 
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Figure 2.8. Viking 2 landing site taken with the lander’s camera #2 in the afternoon. The apparent 
slope of the horizon is due to the 8-degree tilt of the spacecraft. Image credit: NASA/JPL 
PIA00364 
 

Winds at the VL-2 site during the summer season were generally uniform 

with a 360º clockwise rotate during midday (Hess et al., 1977). The average wind 

speeds were somewhat higher in the morning than in the afternoon, but gusts had 

higher peaks in the afternoon (Hess et al., 1977; Anderson et al., 1977). During 

the summer season diurnal winds had a predictive pattern. Because VL-2 landed 

at 26º north of VL-1, weather patterns were more variable as the season 

progressed into fall. In the northern fall and winter seasons at the VL-2 site the 

average atmospheric pressure increased due to passing high- and low- pressure 

storm systems (Tillman et al., 1979). A low-lying ground fog and high altitude 

condensate H2O ice clouds (northern polar hood) were first detected in early 

northern fall (sol 161, Ls 205º) and passed north of the VL-2 site approximately 

every 3.3 sols. Dust opacity was very low during the winter season as the northern 

polar hood extended down to latitudes of 40º (Pollack et al., 1977). As average 

temperatures declined, CO2 condensed onto suspended dust and water ice 
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particles and formed larger heavier aggregates that would fall gravitationally to 

the ground (Pollack et al., 1977).  

Two independent studies were carried out using the VL-2 MET data to 

analyze dust devil activity (Ryan and Lucich, 1983; Ringrose et al., 2003). Ryan 

and Lucich (1983) analyzed a years worth of temperature and wind data and 

unlike the investigation using VL-1 data, all four seasons at the VL-2 site were 

included in the results. Similarly to what was done for VL-1 data to minimize 

bias, equal time intervals were chosen from each season and only consistent data 

with no gaps or sampling limitations were used in the study. A total of 151 sols 

were analyzed (55 sols during the summer season, 21 during the fall, 52 during 

the winter, and 23 during the spring) and from that 78 vortices were detected (41 

during the summer, 7 during the fall, 5 during the winter, and 25 during the 

spring). The percentage of sols in each seasonal study in which vortices were 

detected were 58%, 19%, 8%, and 70% respectively.  

The second study by Ringrose et al. (2003) analyzed MET data from only 

the first 60 sols after the VL-2 landing to limit the amount of bias from increased 

sampling rates after sol 60. Out of the 73 events identified in temperature and 

wind vector data, 38 were determined to be true convective vortices. The results 

were categorized by statistical confidence and intensity. The vortices were 

divided into three categories: (1) events where the core passed directly over the 

sensors (2) events where the core passed just outside the sensors but the sensors 

were still within the zone of influence and (3) events where instruments were far 

outside the core. Ringrose et al. (2003) used a method similar to the MATADOR 
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2001 terrestrial field campaign (Hecht et al., 2001). The technique compared a 

time-average mean in wind vector data to a specified threshold value (commonly 

called a phase picker: |STA-LTA| > threshold) where the short term mean (STA) 

was calculated using the running average of the three most recent wind vector 

samples and the long term mean (LTA) was calculated using the running average 

of the 50 most recent samples. The threshold values used in the study were 6 m/s 

for wind speed and 40º for wind direction. 

2.3.3 Mars Pathfinder Lander 

Pathfinder arrived at its landing site in Ares Vallis (Sagan Memorial 

Station; 19.28ºN, 326.45ºE; figure 2.9) in southern region of Chryse Planitia on 4 

July 1997 (Golombek et al., 1997; Golombek and Bridges, 1999). It was one of 

the first in a series of low-cost Discovery-class missions designed to test new 

innovative technologies since the Viking Landers two decades prior to its landing 

(Golombek, 1997). These technological upgrades would lay the foundation for an 

advanced suite of scientific instruments, new EDL descent maneuvers, and solar-

powered engineering technologies for the MER mission. The most significant 

technological advancement of the Pathfinder mission involved autonomous 

deployment of inflated airbags during the descent phase of EDL to safely land the 

spacecraft onto the surface in a series of small bounces until it rolled to a stop 

(Golombek and Bridges, 1999). Pathfinder was the first mission to deploy a rover 

(Sojourner) to the surface to provide close-up chemical analysis of the terrain 

over hundreds of square meters in the landing area. 
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Figure 2.9. Colorized MRO Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation map showing the locations of 
the Viking Lander 1 in Chryse Planitia and Mars Pathfinder Lander in Ares Vallis 
 

Located at the border of the northern equatorial lowlands, just a few 

hundred kilometers east of the VL-1 landing site, Ares Vallis is thought to be the 

remnant of an ancient flood plain complex (Ward et al., 1999). The landing site is 

characterized by a series of complex ridges and troughs, poorly sorted semi-

rounded cobbles and boulders (ranging from few cms to 7 m in size), and fine-

grained sediment (combination of soil deposits and aeolian dust) (figure 2.10). 

Aeolian features not previously seen at the VL sites, such as barchan-like 

bedforms and rocks abraided by wind surround the lander. Dust deposited by 

regional storm activity settled onto the Pathfinder solar petals over the coarse of 

the mission (Greeley et al., 1999). Wind tails ranging from less than a cm to 40 

cm in length were the most common aeolian feature at the Pathfinder landing site. 

Smith et al. (1997) suggest that the materials at the landing site were deposited by 

the same catastrophic flooding events that created the deep incised outflow 

channels and streamlined islands found in the region.  
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Figure 2.10. Mars Pathfinder landing site taken with the Imager for Mars Pathfinder part of the 
Gallery Pan taken on sols 8, 9, and 10. Lander solar panels, ramp and part of the deflated airbag 
can be seen in the foreground; the Sojourner rover can be see right of center analyzing a rock. The 
rover’s wheel tracks were part of a soil mechanics experiment. Image credit NASA/JPL PIA01466 
 

Pathfinder landed during the mid northern summer (Ls 142º) and remained 

operational into the early northern fall (Ls 183º) (Golombek et al., 1999) for a 

total of 83 sols. Large diurnal temperature gradients of ~ 60K driven by solar 

surface heating during the day and infrared cooling at night (Schofield et al., 

1997) were detected. Rapid fluctuations in ambient pressure and temperature at 

midday indicated that the heated surface near the lander produced was convected 

upwards in small eddies. Ambient pressure measurements showed the same 

seasonal trends as was recorded by VL-1. The mean ambient pressure fell to a 

minimum (6.7 mbar) near Ls 153º corresponding to CO2 condensation and 

sublimation in the polar regions (Schofield et al., 1997). Diurnal variations in the 

vertical temperature gradient were consistent from day to day. Schofield et al. 

(1997) note that early in the morning (~0630 LST) all three mast-mounted 

thermocouples measured nearly equal temperature measurements indicating that 

the near surface environment was neutrally stable and adiabatic. By about 0730 

LST significant ground heat could not be transferred to the atmosphere through 
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conduction causing the atmosphere to become unstable and the thermal gradient 

to reverse. This signified the beginning of daytime convection and turbulence. In 

the evening (~1645 LST) as the surface cooled the thermal gradient was again 

neutral indicating convection had shut down near the lander. Cooling of the 

surface at night caused inversion in the atmosphere and stability to the PBL. A 

Mars Mesoscale Model (MMM5) was used to simulate the region covering 

Chryse Planitia and Ares Vallis (Tyler et al., 2002) during the northern summer 

season when VL-1 and Pathfinder landed. Similar to diurnal wind patterns 

measured by VL-1 in Chryse Planitia, diurnal patterns of wind flow in Ares Vallis 

were dominated by drainage winds flowing down Ares Vallis at night followed by 

a reversal of winds up Ares Vallis during the day (figure 2.11). Local topography 

and PBL conditions also influenced the ambient wind vector. 
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Figure 2.11. Mars Mesoscale Model 5 (MMM5) predicted surface winds (8-sol average) in the 
location for the Viking Lander 1 (Chryse Planitia) and Mars Pathfinder Lander (Ares Vallis) sites 
in the early morning (top) and midafternoon (bottom). Local time is referenced to the Pathfinder 
site during late northern summer. Maximum wind speeds are ~ 10m/s. Color and contour lines 
show topography at 500 m intervals; after Tyler et al., 2002. 
 

Active dust devils were both imaged and detected in 3 separate studies 

(Metzger et al., 1999; Murphy and Nelli, 2002; Ferri et al., 2003). The first study 

by Metzger et al. (1999) resolved for the first time dust devils in optical images 

taken from the martian surface. Using spectral enhancement techniques and 

follow-up processing (consisting of filter ratios that created pseudocolor 

composites and analysis of single monochrome frames) five dust devils were 

resolved in IMP frames. As described by Metzger et al. (1999) dust devils 

appeared most strongly in visible blue images. All five dust devils were resolved 

in raw image frames from the Gallery Panorama sequence (panoramic frame 

numbers 164-165) taken on sols 10 and 11 of the Pathfinder mission. It was 

determined based on contrasts in pixel digital number (DN) between topographic 

features very far on the horizon that dust devils would only be resolved within 14 
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m of the lander and those dust devils must have diameters greater than 120 m to 

be resolved. 20 vortices were also detected from MET pressure and temperature 

fluctuations, but they did not elaborate on those detections. 

The second study (Murphy and Nelli, 2002) focused on pressure sensor 

data and detected the passage of 79 vortices throughout the 83-sol mission. They 

relied on abrupt fluctuations in pressure measurements to identify vortices. The 

vortices were detected using a combination of a computer algorithm that 

identified large deviations from the average ambient pressure fluctuation and 

visual inspection of the pressure perturbations flagged.  

In the third study Ferri et al. (2003) reviewed all MET and optical image 

data to search for additional dust devils overlooked by the previous studies. In 

total, Ferri et al. (2003) resolved 14 dust devils (including the 5 originally 

discovered by Metzger et al., 1999) in IMP frames using contrast enhancement 

and spectral differencing techniques. All dust devils except one imaged on sol 2 

before the IMP mast was deployed were found in Gallery Panorama frames taken 

on sols 10 and 11 against the horizon. The 79 vortices discovered by Murphy and 

Nelli (2002) were reanalyzed and the durations of the -P for 19 of the vortices 

were derived. Even though no simultaneous MET detection or optical imaging 

were available for verification, Ferri et al. (2003) noted that a sudden increase of 

~ 0.1 in the measured atmospheric dust opacity (as measured by IMP imaging of 

the Sun in different filters) at 1100 LST on sol 14 suggested the potential passage 

of a dust devil over the lander. Schofield et al. (1997) also noted that the passage 

of a vortex on sol 62 was correlated with a short-lived reduction (~ 1.5%) in solar 

! 
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power indicating that the dust concentrated column temporarily blocked incoming 

solar radiation from reaching the solar panels. 

2.3.4 Mars Exploration Rover Spirit 

The Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) Spirit and Opportunity are identical 

roving spacecraft that landed in two distinct equatorial regions in the southern 

tropics on 4 and 25 January 2004, respectively (Crisp et al., 2003). The MER 

mission was developed as part of NASA’s Mars Exploration Program (MEP), 

which aims to determine whether conditions were at any time suitable for 

supporting life. NASA strives to answer this question by searching for evidence 

that liquid water was once stable and available on the martian surface through 

robotic exploration and intensive remote sensing. MER were primarily sent to 

Mars to seek clues to the history of liquid water in the surface geology at each 

landing site and find evidence for past or present habitable surface conditions 

(Golombek et al., 2003, Squyres et al., 2003). Engineering constraints required 

both MER landing sites to have low near-surface (few kilometers) PBL wind 

shear and mild turbulence to minimize the amount of horizontal drift experienced 

by the spacecraft during EDL (Golombek et al., 2003, 2005).  

Spirit’s landing site (Columbia Memorial Station; 14.57ºS, 175.47ºE; 

figure 2.12) on the floor of Gusev crater (~160 km diameter impact basin) was 

chosen mainly because of an 800 km long sinuous channel, Ma’adim Vallis, that 

breached the crater’s southern rim (Kuzmin et al., 2000; Cabrol et al., 2003; 

Golombek et al., 2003). It is theorized that liquid water carved the channel as it 

flowed into the crater and possibly pooled into an ancient lake, depositing fluvial 
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sediments at its mouth much like modern terrestrial delta systems (Arvidson et al., 

2004). Subsequent low viscosity flood lavas, however, have covered any trace of 

ancient lakebed sediments in the cratered plains (Greeley et al., 2005) and left 

behind a surface comprised mainly of angular, olivine-rich, basaltic rock and 

impact-generated basaltic regolith, draped in a thin veneer of aeolian dust 

(McSween et al., 2004, Morris et al., 2004, Christensen et al., 2004, Grant et al., 

2004; Arvidson et al., 2006; Greeley et al., 2004, 2005, 2006b). The low-relief 

cratered plains where Spirit landed contain many shallow, sediment-filled, 

circular depressions (commonly hollows; few meters to tens of meters in 

diameter) and inactive, dust-covered, indurated bedforms (Golombek et al., 2006). 

 
Figure 2.12. Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Context camera images superposed onto Mars Odyssey 
THEMIS Daytime IR mosaic showing Spirit’s landing ellipse (white oval) and landing site 
location (white star) in Gusev crater 
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Spirit landed in a relatively calm environment with smooth topography 

and moderate surface roughness. The plains were scientifically interesting with 

direct evidence for recently active near-surface convection and turbulent winds. 

Spirit landed in a portion of its landing ellipse covered with low albedo NW-SE 

trending tracks formed by the recent passage of dust devils (Squyres et al., 2004; 

figure 2.13). Aeolian activity at the Spirit site was investigated prior to landing 

through analysis of features and the use of wind models (Greeley et al., 2003).  

The Mars Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (MRAMS; Rafkin et al., 2001, 

2002) simulated the atmospheric circulation at both MER sites prior to landing at 

mesoscale resolution to emphasize complex topographic influences on local 

atmospheric motions (Rafkin and Michaels, 2003).  The model uses nested grids 

(1/32º gridded MOLA data with 1.5 km spacing) and is capable of simulating 

high-resolution surface properties (Rafkin et al., 2001, 2002). MRAMS 

predictions (figure 2.14) for Spirit’s landing site described a diurnal pattern of 

insolation-driven thermal circulations influenced by Gusev’s shallow, flat-floored, 

bowl-shaped crater topography (Greeley et al., 2003; Rafkin and Michaels, 2003). 

Shortly after sunrise, winds generally flow radially outward from the center of the 

crater. In the evening as temperatures plummet, MRAMS predicted a general 180º 

reversal in flow direction of higher density katabatic winds from the crater rim, 

down the walls and back towards the center of the crater.  
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Figure 2.13. Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment images 
superposed onto Context camera mosaic showing the cratered plains surrounding the MER Spirit 
landing site and the rover’s current position (white star) in the Inner Basin of the Columbia Hills. 
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Figure 2.14. MRAMS predicted wind vectors surrounding the MER Spirit landing site (yellow 
stars) in Gusev crater at 1200 LST (top) and 1800 LST (bottom); atmospheric circulation is 
derived for elevation of 14 m above the surface; yellow dotted line represents the location of the 
main convergent wind boundaries; from Rafkin and Michaels, 2003. 
 

Spirit’s dust devil observations comprise the largest and most detailed data 

set on this topic and provide a great opportunity to study seasonal variations at the 

Gusev landing site location before comparing these results to other data sets. At 

the beginning of the warm, dusty southern seasons (spring and summer; Ls 180º-

360º) when Spirit generally had the most power, activities specifically for dust 

devil detection became a regular remote sensing activity. To date, 761 dust devils 

have been identified and analyzed from pictures returned from the rover’s optical 

cameras (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). The locations of the dust devils were 

mapped onto Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) High Resolution Image 

Science Experiment (HiRISE) images based on the identification of topographic 
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features and distinct landmarks (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010; figure 2.15). The first 

step in comparing the Spirit data set was to determine the range of directions 

travelled by the dust devils within each season and from one season to the next. 

Dust devil movement is used to infer the movement of the local wind vector that 

pushed the dust devils across the plains. Due to limited rover resources, dust devil 

observations were not performed regularly and images containing the horizon 

were not always available. Because the location of the rover changed each time 

the rover was commanded to drive, the camera viewing geometry varied from one 

season to the next (described in Greeley et al., 2010). Consequently, most of the 

dust devils imaged by Spirit’s cameras were during Season One. During this time 

the rover viewing geometry was favorable for detection. To adjust for the 

inconsistent spatial imaging, all seasonal data were normalized to account for 

infrequent imaging and then extrapolated both spatially and temporally to account 

for limitations in viewing geometry (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). 
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Figure 2.15. (a) Mosaic of MRO HiRISE images of Spirit’s landing site in Gusev crater; vectors 
are dust devil paths for dust devils tracked in sequential frames and stars represent locations of 
active dust devils observed in a single frame (from Greeley et al., 2010). The black, red and 
yellow wedges represent the viewing geometry of the rover camera for the majority of each 
season. (b) MOC WA image R21-00168 inset of Gusev crater showing the low albedo zone 
(GLAZ; outlined) and the location of (a) 
 
2.3.5 Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity  

Opportunity landed on the flat, smooth, rippled plains of Meridiani 

Planum (Challenger Memorial Station; 354.47ºE, 1.95ºS; figure 2.16) and, like its 

twin rover, Spirit, its primary objectives were to search for clues in the surface 

geology that its landing site environment may have supported liquid water in the 

past (Arvidson et al., 2003; Squyres et al., 2004). Dark fine-grained olivine-rich 

basaltic sands (~50-150 µm in diameter) cover the area surrounding the landing 
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site and are underlain by laminated sulfate-rich bedrock (Squyres et al., 2004). 

Opportunity’s landing site in the Meridiani plains was chosen in large part 

because MGS TES (Christensen et al., 2000) revealed a ~15-20% (by fractional 

area) signature of gray crystalline hematite in a thick monolayer on the plains 

surface (Hynek and Phillips, 2001, Hynek et al., 2002, Arvidson et al., 2003; 

Golombek et al., 2003). After landing it was discovered that small (4 to 6 mm in 

diameter) spherical hematite concretions cover the basaltic soil as a thin lag 

deposit created from past deflationary episodes. Hematite forms by many 

different processes; the majority in the presence of liquid water.  

 

 
Figure 2.16. Colorized MRO Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation map showing the location of 
Opportunity in Meridiani Planum. 
 

Like the Spirit landing site, aeolian activity has played a central role in 

reworking the Meridiani plains. This is evident by the presence of abraded 

outcropping bedrock, accumulations of loose sediment on crater floors, and 

abundant well-sorted course-grained sand ripples (~1 cm high) that formed from 

past episodes of saltation (Sullivan et al., 2005). Orbital observations reveal a low 
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albedo (~0.12) surface and Mini-TES analysis indicated that only a small amount 

of aeolian dust is present on the surface (Ruff and Christensen, 2002). Therefore, 

relatively high and frequent winds are assumed to be currently present at the 

landing site to remove airfall dust from the surface (Squyres et al., 2004).  

MRAMS (Rafkin et al., 2001) and Martian Mesoscale Model Version 5 

(Mars MM5; adapted to martian conditions by Toigo and Richardson, 2002 and 

run at resolutions of 10-100m to produce large eddy simulations) both predicted 

horizontal wind speeds of ~4 2 m/s (Kass et al., 2003) at the time of landing. 

Mini-TES detected the presence of a superadiabatic layer during the warmest 

times of the day (9:30 to 16:30 LTST) and a deep inversion layer throughout the 

night (Smith et al., 2006). Short timescale (up to 60 sec) temperature fluctuations 

were recorded at the MER Opportunity site (Smith et al., 2006). These 

fluctuations were interpreted to be turbulent motions associated with near-surface 

convection as warm and cool parcels of air move with increasing insolation. Little 

temperature fluctuation was detected before 8:00 and after 17:00 LTST, 

indicating times when convection was shut off. Meridiani winds are much more 

variable than those at the Spirit site, however winds at the Spirit site were 

predicted to be stronger with elevated turbulence. MRAMS data showed erratic 

afternoon winds at the Meridiani site with the development of convective “cells” 

(Greeley and Thompson, 2003; figure 2.17). Winds at the Meridiani site are 

dominated by upwellings and downwellings (Greeley and Thompson, 2003) 

making vertical winds random and robust (Rafkin and Michaels, 2003; Toigo and 

Richardson, 2003).  

! 
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Figure 2.17. MRAMS predictions for local afternoon winds in the vicinity of the MER 
Opportunity landing site (yellow star) in Meridiani Planum show patterns of upwellings and 
downwellings (isolated convective cells); atmospheric circulations are derived for an elevation of 
14.5m above the surface; from Greeley and Thompson, 2003. 
 

Dust devil imaging campaigns were carried out early in the mission 

similar to those done at the Spirit site, however no dust devils were imaged during 

the times when the frequency of dust devil activity was predicted to be highest. 

After Spirit imaged its first complete dust devil season, it was determined that for 

unknown reasons the Opportunity site was not conducive to dust devil production. 

But on sol 2301 (15 July 2010), Ls 119º (mid southern winter) at 1401 LTST, 

Opportunity imaged its first and only (to date) dust devil in a Pancam image taken 

during a routine post-drive imaging campaign. 

2.3.6 Phoenix Mars Lander 

The northern arctic plains (68.22ºN, 234.25ºE; figure 2.18) were chosen 

as the landing site for the 2008 Phoenix Mars Lander, NASA’s first Principal 

Investigator led Scout mission (Smith et al., 2008). Phoenix successfully 

demonstrated a soft landing using an autonomously powered descent engine to 
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land safely on the surface. On 25 May 2008 at 1620 LST, Phoenix landed on the 

distal deposit of the bowl-shaped 11.5 km-diameter Heimdel crater (Heet et al., 

2009) in the Borealis basin on the northern flank of Alba Patera volcanic feature. 

The primary goals of the 151-sol mission (Ls 77º-148º; late northern spring to mid 

northern summer) were to investigate the presence of water ice in the near-surface 

soil with direct sampling, determine the history of water and possible habitability 

of the local environment, and monitor atmospheric variability in the high-latitude 

polar environment (Smith et al., 2008, 2009).  

 

 
Figure 2.18. Colorized MRO Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation map showing the location of 
the Phoenix Mars Lander in the Martian arctic 
 

The Phoenix landing site is characterized by a bimodal size distribution of 

polygonal troughs (~5 and 20 m), very few craters, and few rocks (Heet et al., 

2009; figure 2.19). The soil at the landing site is roughly 5 to 18 cm deep and 

covers a water ice-cemented soil with clay-silt as the dominant sediment size 

(Arvidson et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009). Cryoturbation at the site is due to the 

repeated freezing and thawing of the soil and the formation of ice wedges that 

create the troughs. Crater counts from the Heimdal inner ejecta unit indicate that 
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Phoenix landed on the youngest martian landing site to date (~0.6 Ga). The lack 

of rocks of all sizes and craters at the landing site is attributed to the hyper-

velocity speed impact that created Heimdal crater that may have entrained rocks 

in the debris flow and buried them far from the crater (Heet et al., 2009). The 

landing site has been subsequently differentially eroded by wind but there are no 

aeolian deposits or features near the lander. 

 
Figure 2.19. SSI image of flat plains surrounding the Phoenix landing site taken at 1116 LST on 
sol 104; MET Station mast dissects left side of the photo; a dust devil (few meters in diameter) can 
be seen to the right of the mast roughly 600-700 m from the lander; Credit: NASA/ JPL/ Univ. of 
Arizona/ Texas A&M University PIA11153. 
 

Prior to the landing, MGS MOC Narrow Angle (NA) images were 

analyzed for evidence of dust devils and the density of dust devil tracks at the 

candidate landing site regions in four broad polar longitude bands (Drake et al., 

2006). A very small percentage of active dust devils and wind streaks were seen 

in the region surrounding the Phoenix landing site and limited coverage of the 

arctic region did not allow rates of formation or erasure of aeolian features to be 
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calculated. Dust devil tracks were often seen around or within topographic 

features (Drake et al., 2006). Just 35 days prior to landing the MRO CTX imaged 

dust devils within the landing ellipse (Ellehoj et al., 2010).  

A single study was conducted by Ellehoj et al. (2010) for activity at the 

Phoenix site. Convective vortices were inferred by abrupt (10-20 s) isolated 

pressure drops of about 0.3-1 Pa that were often accompanied by sudden increases 

in temperature. 502 vortices were detected with a pressure drop larger than 0.3 Pa 

in the raw data collected from the pressure sensor (Ellehoj et al., 2010). Of those 

502 vortices, 197 had pressure drops larger than 0.5 Pa and 44 had pressure drops 

larger than 1 Pa. Activity detected from pressure measurements during the first 75 

sols (Ls 77º - 111º; late northern spring to early northern summer) was less than 

1.7 pressure perturbations per sol for Δ-P > 0.3. After Ls 111º the number of 

events per sol increases significantly with large short-term peaks and a general 

increase until the mission ends in Ls 148º. Due to the trend in increasing vortex 

activity, dust devil season probably continues after Phoenix stops operating on sol 

151. There were 29 pressure perturbations recorded during the night (2100 to 

0100 LMST) early in the mission with pressure drops > 0.3. They were attributed 

to local weather phenomena that occurred around midnight (turbulent air from 

Heimdal crater) and not passing vortices (Ellehoj et al., 2010; Holstein-Rathlou et 

al., 2010).  

A total of 76 dust devils were imaged with the SSI. All dust devils were 

imaged within the last 46 sols of the mission (sols 104-151; Ls 125º-148º; mid 

northern summer). The initiation of the Phoenix dust devil season correlated with 
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increased regional storm related activity. After the first dust devils were 

discovered on sol 104 search campaigns similar to Spirit’s Navcam dust devil 

movie sequences (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010) were frequently implemented into 

tactical plans to maximize detection. 
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CHAPTER 3 COMPARISONS AND RESULTS 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

Martian dust devils interact directly with landed spacecraft and have been 

imaged and/or detected at each of the six landing sites (figure 1.5; table 2.1). 

They are responsible for lifting large amounts of dust into the atmosphere; 

therefore, it is important to understand how they differ from one location to the 

next. Dust devils vary in morphology, speed, frequency, number density, and in 

the amount of dust they lift from the surface. There are many factors that control 

these parameters as dust devils develop and evolve, many of which are still poorly 

understood. In situ imaging and detection campaigns to monitor dust devil activity 

at each landing site reveals variations as a function of time of day, season, and 

due the type of terrain on which they form. This chapter compares landing site 

characteristics and dust devil parameters to provide a better understanding of the 

similarities and differences in dust devils as a function of these variables. Results 

have the potential to predict dust devil activity at future Mars landing sites, and 

elsewhere. 

3.2 Landing Site Characteristics 

Dust devils are PBL processes and are directly affected by surface 

variations. Moderate rock cover, little vegetation, and gentle slopes are favored 

for terrestrial dust devil formation (Brooks, 1960; Sinclair, 1969). On Earth, 

playas and riverbeds adjacent to freshly ploughed fields are prone to dust devils 

activity (Sinclair, 1969; Mattsson et al., 1993). Local topography and surface 

roughness elements are thought to be important for the generation of local eddies 
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that can induce vertical vorticity in a developing dust devil. Determining surface 

rock abundance is important for understanding the type of terrain best suited for 

dust devil formation. Rock abundance is the percentage of the field of view that is 

covered in material with a thermal inertia larger than that produced by 

consolidated material ~15 cm wide (~1250 Jm-2K-1s-1/2; Christensen, 1986). 

Results from a field study in Nevada indicated that terrestrial dust devils are 

common on surfaces with rock abundances between 17-24% and are negligible on 

very rough and rocky surfaces with more than 40% rock cover (Metzger, 1999).  

Rock abundances were determined for each of the Mars sites by analysis 

from orbit prior to landing to ensure safety during EDL. After the spacecraft 

landed rock abundances were estimated based on the analysis of landed images, 

providing ground truth to orbital observations (table 3.1). Thermal differencing 

techniques using the Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper (IRTM) and the MGS TES 

thermal inertia data were used to generate 1 m/pixel and 8 m/pixel (respectively) 

global rock abundance maps (Christensen, 1986; Nowicki and Christensen, 2007). 

Because nighttime emission is controlled by thermophysical properties, nighttime 

thermal surface observations are used to determine the areal fraction of rocks 

(Neugebauer et al., 1971; Kieffer et al., 1973; Christensen, 1986). The VL-1, VL-

2, and Pathfinder surfaces were rockier than at the Spirit, Opportunity, and 

Phoenix sites (Golombek et al., 1997; Nowicki and Christensen, 2007; Heet et al., 

2009). Rock abundance at the Spirit site is similar to the global mode of 8% 

(Golombek et al., 2005). Very low rock abundance (0-10% cumulative fractional 

area covered by rocks; Golombek et al., 2010) was found at the Phoenix site in 
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the martian arctic. Because dust devils were imaged or detected at each site, it can 

be determined that martian dust devils can persist on surfaces with rock 

abundances between 0-19%. 

 
Table 3.1. Estimates of landing site rock abundances from orbital thermal differencing techniques 
and lander observations; after Nowicki and Christensen, 2007. 
 

Aerodynamic surface roughness (z0), a theoretical length that is 

determined by extrapolating the curve in a logarithmic wind profile down to a 

wind speed of zero (Bagnold, 1941), is another parameter that is important in 

quantifying the surface. Based on spectral analysis of high-frequency PBL 

measurements, a roughness of ~ 1cm was calculated for the boulder-strewn VL-2 

site (Tillman et al., 1994). Surface roughness estimates made from direct 

measurements of ambient winds at multiple heights produced an estimate of ~ 

3cm at the Pathfinder (Sullivan et al., 2000). Surface roughness was not 

calculated at either MER site due to the lack of instruments capable of measuring 

the local ambient wind vector. Surface roughness was estimated to be 5-6 mm at 

the Phoenix site (Heet et al., 2009).  

Typical martian surfaces seen in orbiter and ground-based images are 

covered with sediment of sizes ranging from boulders to dust. Landing site 

surfaces with mixed sediment sizes and compositions display a large range of 

surface temperatures (Kieffer et al., 1977; Christensen, 1982) due to variations in 
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surface thermal inertia, a measure of how responsive a surface material is to 

diurnal temperature changes. Thermal inertia depends on particle size, 

composition, and rock abundance on the surface (Christensen and Moore, 1992). 

Surfaces that are mantled with loose dust typically have lower thermal inertia and 

higher albedo, and surfaces with exposed rock or duricrust have higher thermal 

inertia. TES-derived thermal inertia values for each of the landing sites were 

determined from spectral and bolometric surface temperatures. TES thermal 

inertias and albedos for the six landing sites are shown in table 3.2.  

 
Table 3.2. Average TES thermal inertias and albedos determined for each of the six landing sites.  

 
Thermal inertia at the Spirit site is typical for a surface made up of a lag 

deposit of cohesionless sand and granules overlaying exposed bedrock (Presley 

and Christensen, 1997; Golombek et al., 1997). Spirit’s low albedo surface is due 

to the dark tracks where dust devils removed the top layer of loose surface dust. 

Opportunity’s site has a low thermal inertia and low albedo attributed to a 

composition of fairly uniform fine sand and very little bright surface dust (Ruff 

and Christensen, 2002).  The Viking Lander sites have high thermal inertia and 

intermediate albedo attributed to a rocky surface composed of cohesive fine-

grained material and some loose dust (Putzig et al., 2005). The very rocky 

Pathfinder site has the highest thermal inertia of all the past landing sites with an 
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albedo equivalent to the Spirit and Phoenix sites. Low albedo surfaces may trigger 

activity at a greater rate than higher albedo surfaces. Dark surfaces warm more 

rapidly in midday insolation and will generate larger near-surface gradients and 

deeper convective wells.  

Local topography plays a significant role in the formation of dust devils at 

the lower latitude VL-1, VL-2, Pathfinder, and Spirit sites. Midday surface 

heating produces PBL convection and topography may provide a trigger for the 

source of vorticity in the form of thermal eddies. Dust devils were imaged by 

Opportunity and Phoenix on relatively flat smooth surfaces and it is not well 

understood what the main sources of vorticity are for these dust devils. Past 

studies indicate that dust devils show no preference in rotation direction (Sinclair, 

1969, 1973; Ryan and Lucich, 1983) so dust devils are considered too small to be 

controlled by planetary rotation and Coriolis effects. Models suggest that dust 

devils that form on flat surfaces are possibly generated from horizontally aligned 

vortices that are subsequently twisted into a vertical alignment and raised to a 

vertical orientation from the surface (Rennó et al., 2004). Large eddy simulations 

indicate that the martian PBL can rapidly develop horizontal vorticity as a result 

of free convection due to insolation (Toigo et al., 2003). 

3.3 Dust Devil Morphology 

Terrestrial dust devils vary from narrow, columnar features to V-shaped 

plumes with wide tops that taper near the surface (Metzger, 1999). In field studies 

dust devils had dust-free cores (Sinclair, 1973; Bale et al., 2003) and in others 

(Metzger, 1999) a distinct dust-free core could not be found. Terrestrial dust devil 
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diameters are typically smaller than 100 m with heights up to 2500 m (Mattsson et 

al., 1993; Rennó et al., 2000; Neakrase et al., 2006). Because dust devils are in 

contact with the surface as they are moved by the ambient wind, their horizontal 

speeds and directions can be used as an indication of the ambient wind vector 

(Chamberlain et al., 1976). Terrestrial dust devils observed with defined central 

columns tilt up to 10º in the direction of motion (McGinnigle, 1966; Sinclair, 

1973; Mattsson et al., 1993). Dust devils are generally much higher than they are 

wide (Sinclair, 1966, 1969; Carroll and Ryan, 1970) and their thermal updraft 

may be much larger than the visible dust-laden part of the column. Terrestrial dust 

devils are at least 5 times higher than they are wide and most are densely particle-

loaded near the ground (Sinclair, 1966; Hess and Spillane, 1990). Studies have 

shown that the frequency of dust devil occurrence is inversely related to size and 

that the distribution is typically skewed toward the smaller sizes.  

Similarly to terrestrial dust devil, those devils imaged by Pathfinder, 

Spirit, Opportunity and Phoenix varied in morphology from narrow tubular 

columns, to broad V-shaped plumes, and ellipsoidal features with diffuse edges. 

When the same dust devil was imaged in sequential frames or in multiple filters of 

the same frame, the upper portions of the columns were seen to tilt in the direction 

of movement. This is inferred to be a result of stronger wind shear at higher 

elevations. Height estimates for most dust devils were very difficult to measure 

because of the difficulty in resolving the upper portion of the dust devil against 

the brighter atmospheric haze and in many cases the top of the plume extended 
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beyond the frame. Ranges of core diameters varied greatly from one site to the 

next are addressed separately below.    

MER Spirit 

Approximate core diameters of dust devils imaged by Spirit were derived 

by determining the number of pixels the dust devil spanned in the rover images, 

and then estimating its distance from the rover based on identification of surface 

features in orbital HiRISE frames. The range of diameters measured for Spirit’s 

three dust devil seasons were 2 to 276 m in Season One, 5 to 124 m in Season 

Two, and 5 to 227 m in Season Three (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). In most cases 

during the three seasons the direction of column rotation (clockwise or counter 

clockwise) could not to be determined.  

Data from orbital and ground-based studies indicate that the dust devils 

observed directly by Spirit may represent the smaller size range of dust devils that 

are generated in the Gusev plains (Verba et al., 2010). MRO HiRISE images have 

shown that dust devil tracks near the Spirit landing site are formed by the largest 

dust devils, which were infrequently captured by Spirit’s cameras (Verba et al., 

2010). Track formation in Gusev crater is rare compared to the number of dust 

devils imaged from the ground; forming at a rate of less than 1/110 the occurrence 

of the active dust devils imaged from Spirit’s cameras (Verba et al., 2010; 

Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). Tracks in Gusev crater have widths that peak between 

40 and 60 m with a mean of 56 m (figure 3.1). Dust devil track widths are much 

larger than the dust devils imaged in ground-based Navcam frames. Dust devils 

imaged by Spirit peaked in size between 10 and 20 m for Seasons One and Two 
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and between 20 and 30 m for Season Three (figure 3.2). This may indicate that 

the large track-forming dust devils did not pass very near to the Spirit rover at the 

times the surface cameras were imaging the plains. It can be assumed that the 

smaller more frequent dust devils imaged by Spirit’s cameras did not lift enough 

dust to leave a track visible from orbit (Verba et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 3.1. Size frequency distributions of Gusev crater from dust devil tracks; after Verba et al., 
2010 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Numbers of dust devils imaged for three seasons as a function of diameter; from 
Greeley et al., 2010 
 
Phoenix Lander and MER Opportunity 

Sizes of dust devils imaged by Phoenix and Opportunity were difficult to 

constrain. Uncertainties in dust devil diameters at the Phoenix site were due to the 
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inability to pinpoint exact dust devil locations in the flat arctic plains (Ellehoj et 

al., 2010). Estimates for the 76 dust devils imaged in the arctic plains ranged 

between 20 and 200 m assuming only that the plumes were in cyclostrophic 

balance (a condition in which horizontal atmospheric pressure and centrifugal 

force within the vortex are acting equal and opposite each other).  

There is a large uncertainty in the location of the single dust devil imaged 

by Opportunity due to the lack of prominent topographic features in the image. 

Therefore, its size was difficult to constrain. The location of the dust devil is 

difficult to pinpoint because the base of the plume cannot be determined in the 

Pancam frame. In the Pancam image (figure 3.3) ripples can be seen in the 

foreground and the dust devil is either located at or behind the horizon. If the dust 

devil’s true structure is V-shaped then it can be inferred that a large portion of the 

bottom of the dust devil is hidden behind the horizon. The near (western) rim of 

Endeavour (figure 3.4 location 1) is located roughly 11 km from the base of the 

image (which is ~22 m from the rover). From Opportunity’s viewing perspective 

on the sol the dust devil was imaged Endeavor’s near rim is not visible. It is 

uncertain whether the horizon is at the western rim of Endeavor. MOLA elevation 

data implies that it is not based on the general eastern slope of the region. The 

prominent dark topographic feature to the left of the dust devil is thought to be a 

raised portion of the far (eastern) rim of Endeavor crater roughly 27 km from the 

base of the image (figure 3.4 location 2; Timothy Parker, personal 

communication, 2010).  
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The Pancam high-resolution stereo pair was used to estimate the distance 

from the rover to the dust devil. Nearby objects have a larger parallax than more 

distant objects in the same frame. The left and right Pancam lenses are separated 

by 30 cm, the largest separation distance possible within engineering restrictions, 

providing good ranging accuracy for distant targets (Bell et al., 2003). When the 

Pancam stereo pair was overlapped and parallax was measured, large 

displacements were seen in the ripples all the way to the horizon, whereas no 

perceivable shift was seen in the dark topographic rise or in the dust devil. The 

only movement seen in the dust devil was from slight differences in location of 

noise (assumed to be dust associated with plume) in the two frames. It was 

determined that the dust devil was much farther away than previously assumed, 

and the consensus was that it could be located inside Endeavor crater (Jim Bell, 

personal communication, 2011). If the Opportunity dust devil was located inside 

Endeavor crater then it can be argued that it formed as a result of small-scale 

vorticity by thermal eddies that were generated by spin-off convection from the 

uneven crater surface.  
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Figure 3.3. Only dust devil imaged by Opportunity in Meridiani Planum (to date) in a Pancam 
image (1P332460904RSDALNMP2369L2MZ) taken on sol 2301 (15 July 2010); Pancam is 
mounted 1.54 m above the surface; center of the frame is oriented due east with a elevation angle 
of 4º from horizontal; bottom of frame is roughly 22 m from the base of the rover. 
 

 
Figure 3.4. Orbital MRO CTX image showing approximate location (star) of Opportunity when it 
imaged the dust devil and direction the camera was pointed (dotted line) at the time of the 
observation. Location 1, ~11 km from Opportunity, is the closest distance and location 2, ~27 km 
from Opportunity, is the farthest distance determined for the location of the dust devil. 
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The near (western) and far (eastern) Endeavor rims along the line of sight 

to the dust devil in the Pancam frame (figure 3.4, locations 1 and 2) were 

determined to be the boundaries for the location of the dust devil. Dust devil 

diameters calculated at 11 km (near rim) and 27 km (far rim) result in 170 m and 

410 m diameters, respectively. The smaller diameter falls within the full range of 

diameters calculated at the Spirit site (2 to 280 m). If the single dust devil imaged 

at the Opportunity site is located in Endeavor crater and has a diameter within the 

range observed by Spirit, then it would be between 11 km and 19 km away. 

Pathfinder Lander 

Three separate studies of dust devils and vortices were conducted at 

Pathfinder’s Ares Vallis site, two of which (Metzger et al., 1999; Ferri et al., 

2003) determined the average sizes of detected and imaged dust devils. In the 

study by Metzger et al. (1999) diameters of five dust devils imaged in optical IMP 

frames ranged from 14 to 80 m. The IMP images that captured the dust devils 

were taken at a time when MET data were not collected. The locations of the five 

dust devils were found in a similar way to those in the Spirit study. Their 

locations were identified based on their distances to prominent local topographic 

features. In the study by Ferri et al. (2003) 14 dust devils, including the five found 

by Metzger et al. (1999), were resolved in IMP images. Dust devil locations and 

sizes were determined based on results from a geometrical model that assumed all 

dust devils moved with the ambient wind (a uniform wind of 10 m/s moving 

toward the NE). Core diameters were determined for 10 of the 14 features and 

ranged from 11 to 245 m wide with the exception of one very large dust devil 
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with a diameter of 573 m (Ferri et al., 2003). The 573 m wide dust devil is the 

largest of all dust devils that have been imaged with surface cameras. The 

locations of the14 dust devils in the Ferri et al. (2003) study were determined in 

the same way as at the Spirit site. The locations ranged between 1.5 and 24 km 

from the lander, with the 573-m diameter dust devil located the farthest distance. 

Dust devils this large were not imaged in Spirit’s cameras but dust plumes up to 

1000 m have been imaged from orbit (Thomas and Gierasch, 1985).  

Ferri et al. (2003) also detected signatures of 79 vortices by short pressure 

drops, increases in temperature and a rotating wind vector over period of tens of 

seconds. The sizes of the vortices were determined based on the duration of their 

-P as they moved over the Pathfinder pressure sensor and assuming that they 

also moved with the speed of the ambient wind. The duration of the pressure drop 

was determined for 19 of the 79 vortices. Pressure drops ranged from 1.1 to 4.9 Pa 

and lasted between 14 and 51 s. Using the average pressure drop duration of 20 s 

and assuming that dust devils moved with the ambient wind speed of 

approximately 10 m/s, the average core diameter was 200 m.  

Viking Landers 1 and 2 

As stated in Chapter 2, one dust devil detection campaign was carried out 

using VL-1 data (Ryan and Lucich, 1983) and two studies were conducted using 

VL-2 data (Ryan and Lucich, 1983; Ringrose et al., 2003). Actual core diameters 

of vortices detected at the VL sites could not be determined due to the inability to 

remove the vertical component of the internal wind velocity and lack of 

knowledge of the precise location of the core center. Therefore all core diameters 

!
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represent lower bound values. Core diameters for the 40 vortices detected by VL-

1 ranged from 10 to 690 m. Core diameters for the 78 vortices detected by VL-2 

in the Ryan and Lucich (1983) study ranged from 10 to 950 m and diameters for 

the 38 vortices detected by VL-2 in the Ringrose et al. (2003) study ranged from 

17 to 450 m. As previously stated, Ryan and Lucich (1983) analyzed a full year of 

data whereas Ringrose et al. (2003) analyzed only the first 60 sols of activity at 

the VL-2 site. The range in core diameters derived by Ringrose et al. (2003) were 

smaller than those determined by Ryan and Lucich (1983) for the period during 

the summer season that the two data sets overlapped. This may be due to the 

different methods of detection from the two studies. The core diameters from the 

Ryan and Lucich (1983) study did not list individual diameters but only provided 

seasonal ranges. Using these ranges for all 118 vortices detected at both VL sites, 

the average number density was plotted as a function of core diameter (figure 

3.5). The results are consistent with the inverse power law relationship of 

diameter-frequencies produced by the three seasons mapped by Spirit.  

 
Figure 3.5. Size frequency distribution of vortices detected at both Viking Lander sites. The data 
were taken from the Ringrose et al. (2003) study. 
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Visible image studies measure only the visible dusty central column of a 

passing dust devil, whereas analysis of data from MET instruments detects the 

full area of disturbance as the vortex passes over the sensors. The disturbed region 

in a terrestrial vortex has been found to be approximately 10 times the visible core 

radius (Sinclair, 1973). Therefore, the range of core diameters detected by MET 

instruments on the Landers can be up to a factor of 10 larger than core as 

measured in visible camera images. The ratio of the inferred dust devil core to the 

total disturbed region was verified for a martian vortex detected during the VL-1 

and VL-2 vortex study (Ryan and Lucich, 1983). Viking wind vector data were 

plotted as a function of local time as the vortex passed over the sensors. From the 

plot, the duration of the total disturbance and the duration of the core passage 

were determined. Taking the ratio of the duration of the passing core to the 

duration of the full disturbance, Ryan and Lucich (1983) derived a value very 

close to one tenth. On Earth the core diameter is sometimes greater than 1/10 the 

diameter of the disturbance, but always by less than a factor of 2. All martian dust 

devil diameters imaged in visible data fall within a factor of 10 of the vortices 

detected with MET data. Therefore, in order to compare diameters measured in all 

detection campaigns, all diameters derived from vortices were divided by 10 to 

represent their dust devil equivalent values. Table 3.3 summarizes the ranges of 

dust devil diameters that have been detected from the six landed spacecraft. 

Figure 3.6 graphically displays the core diameter ranges. All vortex diameters 

(highlighted in yellow) are extrapolated to their dust devil equivalent values.   
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Table 3.3. Dust devil and vortex diameters from detection campaigns. Diameters highlighted in 
yellow correspond to detection campaigns that identified vortices from MET data. All vortex 
diameters (highlighted in yellow) are extrapolated to their dust devil equivalent. A single asterisk 
(*) denotes averaged diameters calculated from measured min/max values. Double asterisks (**) 
represent estimated diameters not directly measured. 
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Figure 3.6. Graphical display of dust devil and vortex diameters listed in Table 3.3. Diameters 
highlighted in yellow correspond to detection campaigns that identified vortices from MET data. 
All vortex diameters (highlighted in yellow) are extrapolated to their dust devil equivalent. Median 
diameters are in red. A single asterisk (*) denotes averaged diameters calculated from measured 
min/max values. Double asterisks (**) represent estimated diameters not directly measured. 
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3.4 Dust Devil Speeds 

In terrestrial dust devil studies (reviewed by Balme and Greeley, 2006), 

radial velocities (V) are 5-10 m/s peaking at roughly 20 m/s. Measurements for 

the total horizontal wind vector (Vh) have been calculated up to 25 m/s. Vertical 

wind speeds (W) in terrestrial dust devils are typically about a quarter of the peak 

tangential speed, less than 10 m/s. The results from terrestrial field study (Ryan 

and Carroll, 1970) that analyzed > 80 dust devils suggest that larger dust devils 

have greater tangential speeds and therefore typically have greater vertical speeds. 

Balme and Greeley (2006) conclude that at the center of a dust devil, vertical flow 

dominates; tangential and vertical flow dominate the dust devil center; just 

outside the dust devil column, radial and tangential flow dominate; at far 

distances only a weak radial flow can be detected.     

MER Spirit 

Assuming that dust devils move roughly with the speed of the ambient 

winds, dust devil movement can be used to approximate ambient winds speeds 

and directions. However, because a dust devil is in contact with the surface, the 

speed at which it moves is believed to be slightly slower than the ambient wind 

due to drag by surface shear stresses. Speeds of the dust devils imaged at the 

MER Spirit site were measured by tracking their locations through sequential 

frames taken within a very short time of each other (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). 

The total distance they travelled throughout the frames was then divided by the 

total time they were observed in sequential frames to estimate an average speed. 

Speeds for the three seasons that Spirit observed ranged from 0.1 to 27 m/s with 
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median values 2.5 m/s for Season One, 2.2 m/s for Season Two, 1.5 m/s for 

Season Three (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). Vertical velocities were measured 

based on tracking the location clots of dust through sequential frames in Navcam 

dust devil sequences. Ranges of vertical velocities for the three seasons range 

from 0.04 to 17.0 m/s with median values of 1.6 m/s for Season One and 1.0 m/s 

for Seasons Two and Three.  

Viking Landers 1 and 2 

To make direct comparisons of speed measured in visible camera 

sequences of a passing dust devils to those detected by MET wind sensors, 

measurements of the ambient wind speed just before and after the passage of 

vortices over MET sensors were compared with wind speeds at the Spirit and 

Pathfinder sites. At the VL-1 site ambient wind speeds (Ua) ranged from 2 to 12 

m/s during the three seasons analyzed (Ryan and Lucich, 1983). Ambient wind 

speeds averaged 1 to 12 m/s at the VL-2 site (Ryan and Lucich, 1983). The 

ambient wind speed was generally below 10 m/s (Ringrose et al., 2003) 

throughout most of the summer season when vortex density was highest. Internal 

components of the wind vector measured by the MET instruments (tangential, 

radial and vertical speeds) could not be separated from VL data. The maximum 

wind speed associated with vortex passage (Umax) is an inferred quantity 

describing the radial and tangential wind components and was not measured 

directly from MET wind data. The largest ranges for Umax occur in the northern 

winter when ambient wind speeds are largest due to increased dust storm activity 

associated with perihelion. Six vortices occurred in the dusty period after 1977B 
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had core diameters of 180 to 580 m and Umax speeds between 27 and 44 m/s. 

These six vortices are assumed to have entrained dust, however, as mentioned in 

the previous chapter, without further evidence for dust entrainment, there is no 

way to know for certain that internal speeds are the primary mechanisms for dust 

entrainment.  

Mars Pathfinder Lander 

Horizontal speeds for the five dust devils imaged at the Pathfinder site by 

Metzger et al. (1999) ranged from 0.5 to 4.6 m/s. Average vertical velocities of 7 

m/s were used based on terrestrial studies by Sinclair (1966) that assumed that 

dust devils are in solid rotation. Ferri et al. (2003) used a thermodynamic theory 

to describe dust devils (Renno et al., 1998, 2000) in which the presence of both 

convection and a sense of vorticity are necessary to generate vortices.  Dust devils 

were assumed to move with the speed of the ambient wind ~10 m/s. Assuming 

that vortices are in cyclostrophic balance and the pressure drop determines the 

magnitude of the tangential wind velocity component, vertical velocity of 20 m/s 

was derived using an equation by Rennó and Ingersol (1996). These findings 

agree with past terrestrial results (Sinclair, 1973) indicating that the vertical 

velocity components can attain magnitudes that approach that of the horizontal 

component.  

MER Opportunity and Phoenix Lander 

No velocity information was obtained from the single dust devil imaged in 

Opportunity’s Pancam frame or for the multiple dust devils imaged and inferred at 

the Phoenix site. An MRAMS mesoscale climate model (Rafkin et al., 2001) 
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simulated over Opportunity’s landing site during the period of EDL (Ls 342º, late 

southern summer) (figure 2.17) predicted erratic convective winds that could 

reach speeds greater than 10 m/s during daytime hours.  The vortex detected at the 

Phoenix site with the largest pressure drop ( -P 3.6 Pa) had tangential wind 

speeds of 14 m/s (assuming cyclostropic balance within dust devil columns). 

Midday ambient wind speeds at the Phoenix site ranged from 4 to 10 m/s.  

Table 3.4 summarizes the horizontal and vertical speeds that have been 

detected from the six landed spacecraft.  Figure 3.7 is a plot of the horizontal 

speeds listed in Table 3.4.  

 
 
Table 3.4. Dust devil and vortex speeds from detection campaigns. Speeds highlighted in yellow 
correspond to detection campaigns that identified vortices from MET data. A single asterisk (*) 
denotes averaged diameters calculated from measured min/max values. Double asterisks (**) 
represent estimated speeds not directly measured from detected dust devils. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

!
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Figure 3.7. Horizontal speeds from dust devils imaged and detected at several landing sites. 
Speeds highlighted in yellow correspond to detection campaigns that identified vortices from 
MET data. Median horizontal speeds are in red. Asterisks (*) indicate values that were averaged 
from max/min values. Double asterisks (**) represent estimated speeds not directly measured 
from detected dust devils. 
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3.5 Diurnal and Seasonal Frequency 

Over 70% of the terrestrial dust devils observed formed in the late 

morning through the early afternoon (Sinclair, 1969; Snow and McClelland, 1990; 

Mattsson et al., 1993; Metzger, 1999). Results from terrestrial field studies 

indicated that activity occurred in intense spurts followed by a period with no 

activity (Sinclair, 1969). It was assumed that the PBL needs time to establish a 

superadiabatic lapse rate and periods of intense activity may stir up the near-

surface environment, requiring sufficient time for the lapse rate to rebuild itself 

before convection can persist (Sinclair, 1966; Metzger, 1999). Sinclair (1969) 

found that small dust devils peak in activity earlier than larger ones, reflecting the 

time necessary for a superadiabatic layer to build.  

Dust devils have been imaged with orbital cameras throughout the entire 

martian year (Cantor et al., 2006) but most were seen in the spring and summer. 

Insolation-driven activity supports the idea that dust devils are convective. In 

almost all ground-based dust devil studies in both hemispheres, number 

frequencies peaked during the warmest times of the day (0900 to 1700 LTST) and 

during the warm dusty spring and summer seasons. The near-surface thermal 

gradient is a driving factor in dust devil production, whereas, the absolute ambient 

temperature is not as significant. Therefore, it seems logical that more dust devil 

activity would be found at the equatorial landing sites than at higher latitudes 

because of the larger diurnal temperature gradient during the warm seasons and to 

peak during the warmest times of day.  
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MER Spirit 

Greeley et al. (2010) noted that all three seasons at the Spirit site began 

with the onset of southern spring, within 14 sols of Ls 181º. It should be noted that 

the start of each dust devil season, although initiated very close to the same Ls, 

occurred progressively later in the season each martian year; Ls 173º for Season 

One, Ls 181º for Season Two, and Ls 189º for Season Three. It is interesting to 

note that the shift in the initiation of dust devil season aligns directly with a 

similar shift in seasonal rover cleaning events. A cleaning event is a term used to 

describe abrupt increases in solar power associated with wind-related events that 

remove dust from the solar panels. Three major cleaning events were recorded, 

occurring between late winter (Ls ~170º) and early summer (Ls ~290º) and each 

was initiated later in the season each martian year (Vaughan et al., 2010; figure 

3.8). Although the first of the cleaning events (Ls 173º, between sols 417-420) 

during Spirit’s first spring aligns very closely with the first dust devils imaged 

during Season One (Ls 173º, sol 421) Vaughan et al., 2010 attributes the cause of 

this event strong regional wind shear (gusts) rather than interactions with 

convective vortices. 

 
Figure 3.8. Atmospheric dust opacity as a function of sol with the three main periods of cleaning 
events in yellow; Ls of each block of events is labeled above (from Vaughan et al., 2010) 
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Dust devil traverses that were mapped onto orbiter images by Greeley et 

al. (2006, 2010) were oriented on rose diagrams to display the directions of 

seasonal dust devil movement from the three mapping campaigns (figure 3.9). 

The results reveal inter-seasonal variations in the direction of dust devil 

movement. Using dust devil movement as a proxy for the direction of ambient 

wind shear, the rose diagrams can be used to infer the direction of the winds that 

moved the dust devils across the plains at the time of their observation. During 

Season One (173º-340º, sols 421-691, MY 27), dust devils generally moved 

towards the east; the largest number moving towards the NE. During Season Two 

(181º-267º, sols 1103-1239, MY 28), dust devils moved in a larger range of 

directions than in Season One. Their directions are generally towards the east with 

large numbers moving towards the east, SE, and slightly south of west. During 

Season Three (189º-355º, sols 1785-2058, MY 29), most of the movement was 

divided between directions toward the NNE and in the opposite direction toward 

the SSW. 
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Figure 3.9. Rose diagrams show seasonal trends of dust devil movement at the MER Spirit 
landing site during the 3 mapping campaigns (Seasons One, Two and Three); the direction of 
motion is represented by the direction of the gray wedge from center of the diagram out towards 
the edge; Ls refers to the time of year that the plot spans; the spacing of the concentric circles 
represents the number of dust devils that moved in a given direction; n refers to the total number 
of dust devils in each diagram. 

 
To understand large variations in dust devil movement from one season to 

the next, variations within individual seasons were investigated. Figure 3.10 

shows trends in dust devil movement during Season One. The dust devil paths 

were plotted in rose diagrams divided into four consecutive periods corresponding 

to patterns of changing dust devil density (DDs/km2). The density curve for 

Season One approximates a Gaussian distribution centered about late southern 

spring. Figure 3.10a (late southern winter to early southern spring, Ls 173º-230º) 

corresponds to the period when the dust devil density is very low but steadily 

increasing. The general trend of dust devil movement was toward the east with 

most dust devils moving toward the NE. Figure 3.10b (early to mid southern 

spring, Ls 230º-251º) corresponds to the period when dust devil density is nearing 

its maximum. This period corresponds to Mars at perihelion (Ls 250º), when the 

near-surface temperature gradient is reaching its maximum and near-surface 
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thermal convection is assumed to be strongest. The trend in dust devil movement 

continues toward the NE. Figure 3.10c (mid southern spring to early southern 

summer, Ls 251º-273º) marks the beginning of the decline in dust devil density 

even though atmospheric temperatures from daytime solar radiation at the 

beginning of the southern summer (summer solstice Ls 270º) are at a maximum. 

The frequency of occurrences decreased monotonically. The near-surface thermal 

gradient was decreasing and the convective well that fuels dust devil production 

was weakening. There is a major shift in the direction of dust devil movement 

during mid spring towards the SE. This roughly 90º change in direction could be a 

result of changes in the PBL. Figure 3.10d (early to late southern summer, Ls 

273º-340º) corresponds to the period when normalized dust devil production 

waned. Nearing the end of summer, daytime surface temperatures are relatively 

low contributing to a very small increasing thermal gradient. This verifies Greeley 

et al. (2006) that a strong increasing thermal gradient is critical to dust devil 

formation. Dust devils continued to move toward the SE, until they were so 

infrequent that the season was determined to be over. 

a)     b)  
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c)     d)  
 

Figure 3.10. Rose diagrams show seasonal trends of dust devil movement at the MER Spirit 
landing site during Season One. Dust devils were grouped based on patterns in dust devil 
frequency [See Greeley et al. (2010) Figure 3]; the direction of motion is represented by the 
direction of the gray wedge from center of the diagram out towards the edge; Ls refers to the time 
of year that the plot spans; the spacing of the concentric circles represents the number of dust 
devils that moved in a given direction. 

 
Seasons Two and Three do not follow the same Gaussian density 

distribution as Season One; therefore, divisions were made somewhat arbitrarily. 

As described by Greeley et al. (2010), dust devil densities during Season Two 

showed a gradual increase for about 40 sols, followed by a 10-sol period of very 

low density, and then about 70 sols of fairly constant frequency, before a final 

spike in density ends the season. This abrupt halt in activity coincides with the 

passage of the 2007 dust storm (Greeley et al., 2010). Lack of observed dust devil 

activity may be due to several factors including systematic imaging at times when 

dust devils were not active, a lack of available dust for vortices to lift, and/or 

encountering conditions not conducive to forming an unstable superadiabatic 

layer. There are significantly fewer dust devils imaged during Season Two as 

compared to Season One, but the general shape of the density curve in the early 

spring is similar. Figure 3.11a (early to mid southern spring, Ls 181º-222º) marks 
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the start of the season where just as in Season One dust devil density is low but 

steadily increasing. Dust devils generally trend toward the NE, similar to that seen 

in Season One, along with some movement toward the SSW. There is much 

scatter in the movement of dust devils in the second half of spring, as figure 3.11b 

(mid to late southern spring, Ls 222º-267º) shows. Some dust devil movement is 

recorded in almost every direction, with most movement toward the SSW, SE and 

ESE. Comparing rose diagrams from Season One to Season Two, it is obvious 

that the general direction of the winds that drive dust devil movement across the 

plains sometime during the mid spring has shifted from moving towards the NE to 

moving towards the SE. Dust devil movement in mid to late spring during Season 

Two shows a more scattered distribution. 

a)      b)  
 

Figure 3.11. Rose diagrams show seasonal trends of dust devil movement at the MER Spirit 
landing site during Season Two. Dust devils were grouped based on patterns in dust devil 
frequency [See Greeley et al. (2010) Figure 3]; the direction of motion is represented by the 
direction of the gray wedge from center of the diagram out towards the edge; Ls refers to the time 
of year that the plot spans; the spacing of the concentric circles represents the number of dust 
devils that moved in a given direction. 
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Dust devil density during Season Three was fairly constant throughout 

most of the season and exhibited no pronounced peak in activity in late spring like 

the ones seen in previous seasons. According to Greeley et al. (2010), Season 

Three is characterized by a gradual increase in activity in the early spring, 

maintains a fairly constant density well into the late summer (Ls ~323), and then 

decreases monotonically until the season ends. The season was divided at brief 

periods of slightly increasing and decreasing density. Figure 3.12a (early to mid 

southern spring, Ls 189º-223º) corresponds to the period of gradual increase in 

activity at the beginning of the season and is similar to what was seen during 

Seasons One and Two. However, unlike Seasons One and Two when general 

movement was toward the NE, dust devil movement during this period is mostly 

toward the north with only some movement toward the NE and SE. As seen in 

figure 3.12b (mid southern spring to early southern summer, Ls 223º-275º), a 

large shift in direction occurs in dust devil movement. However, unlike the shifts 

seen in Seasons One and to some degree Season Two, during this period when 

movement is primarily toward the SE, most dust devils during Season Three 

moved toward the SSW. Figure 3.12c (early to mid southern summer, Ls 275º-

306º) corresponds to the period of highest daytime surface temperatures and a 

leveling off of the thermal gradient. The directions of dust devil movement are 

very scattered with the two dominant directions of motion trending toward the NE 

and toward the SE. Lastly, as Season Three neared its end in the late summer, 

most dust devils moved towards the NE (figure 3.12d; mid to late southern 

summer, Ls 306º-355º). This is in sharp contrast to the late summer during Season 
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One when most movement trended SE. It seems that the patterns of seasonal 

winds changed significantly from Season One to Season Three. 

a)        b)  

c)        d)  
 

Figure 3.12. Rose diagrams show seasonal trends of dust devil movement at the MER Spirit 
landing site during Season Three. Dust devils were grouped based on patterns in dust devil 
frequency [See Greeley et al. (2010) Figure 3]; the direction of motion is represented by the 
direction of the gray wedge from center of the diagram out towards the edge; Ls refers to the time 
of year that the plot spans; the spacing of the concentric circles represents the number of dust 
devils that moved in a given direction. 

 
Viking Landers 1 and 2 

The largest vortex densities occurred during the northern summer season 

and the smallest densities occurred during the winter season at both VL sites 
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(table 3.5). Two of the vortices detected at the VL sites were detected at night on 

the same sol under very light winds (Ryan and Lucich, 1983). It was assumed that 

these two events were associated with the lander’s acting like a heat island. Ryan 

and Lucich (1983) did not note the local times over which all the vortex events 

occurred. However, the 38 vortices detected at the VL-2 site by Ringrose et al. 

(2003), were detected between 0948-1648, with peaks between 1000-1030 and 

1300-1330. The early morning peak was attributed by Ringrose et al. (2003) to 

lander-generated turbulence because this peak is not seen in terrestrial analog 

studies documented by Sinclair (1973) or at the MER Spirit site (Greeley et al., 

2006, 2010). No vortices were detected immediately following the early afternoon 

spike in activity at the VL-2 site. Ringrose et al. (2003) recorded the local time 

that each event occurred, allowing the first frequency distribution of vortices as a 

function of local time to be constructed from ground-based data. The vortices 

peaked early in the morning (1000-1030 LST), earlier than those at the Spirit site 

and no vortices were detected between 1330 and 1400 LST. This is in contrast to 

terrestrial findings (Sinclair, 1966) when the maximum generally occurs in the 

afternoon with little activity in the morning. 

Table 3.5 

 
Vortices at the Viking 1 and 2 sites; After Ryan and Lucich, 1983 
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Mars Pathfinder Lander 

The 14 dust devils resolved at the Pathfinder site by Ferri et al. (2003), 

which included the five dust devils found by Metzger et al. (1999), all occurred 

during the northern summer season between 1116 and 1506 LST. The 79 vortices 

detected by Murphy and Nelli (2002) and confirmed by Ferri et al. (2003) 

occurred between 0930 and 1700 LST with peaks in the early afternoon. The 83-

sol Pathfinder mission was only able to make measurements at the Ares Vallis site 

during the spring and summer season so there is no basis to draw conclusions 

about seasonal density. However, based on data returned from the VL-1 site in 

Chryse Planitia a couple 100 km to the west, it seems likely that dust devils would 

peak during the summer seasons at the Pathfinder site as well. 

Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity 

Most dust devils imaged with optical cameras occurred during the spring 

and summer seasons. Therefore, it is interesting to note that the Opportunity dust 

devil was imaged in middle of southern winter, Ls 119º. With only a single data 

point it is impossible to determine whether this single dust devil represents an 

outlier not indicative of the other dust devils generated at the Meridiani site, or if 

the dust devils at the Opportunity site have very different seasonal frequencies 

compared to the other sites.  

 Phoenix Mars Lander  

The 502 vortices detected at the Phoenix site were occurred about local 

noon when insolation was strongest (Ellehoj et al., 2010). 29 events were detected 

during the nighttime hours (between 2100 and 0100 LST) in the first 94 sols (Ls 
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77º to 120º) at the Phoenix site. However these events were not attributed to 

passing thermal vortices but were related to air passing over the lander at 

midnight that passed over the near-by Heimdal crater a couple hours before 

(Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2010). The sols with the largest peak midday 

temperatures however, do not correlate with peaks in dust devil activity. Increases 

in dust devil frequency correspond to a period where the maximum daytime 

temperatures are starting to decline but when midday near-surface heat fluxes and 

diurnal temperature ranges are still increasing (Ellehoj et al., 2010).  

The initiation of dust devils at the Phoenix site coincided with the 

formation of volatile condensates, ground fogs, and passing clouds rather than 

periods of maximum seasonal insolation and thermal gradients (Ellehoj et al., 

2010; Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2010). High wind speeds are typically thought to 

prevent the development of convective cells by disrupting the development of 

near-surface thermal gradients that are necessary for the formation of convective 

vortices (Sinclair, 1969; Ryan and Carroll, 1970). General daytime winds were 

low averaging 4 to 6 m/s throughout the first 60-70 sols (Ls 77º-112º; late 

northern spring to early northern summer) of the mission and 6-10 m/s during the 

second half of the mission (after sol 95; Ls 120º early northern summer). This 

increase in dust devil activity with increased storm events may be a similar 

mechanism that is seen in the generation of terrestrial gustnados. Gustnados are a 

colloquial expression for a short-lived, shallow, generally weak, vertically 

oriented vortex found along a gust front (American Meteorology Society Glossary 

of Meteorology). They are sometimes generated in association with terrestrial 
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thunderstorms but have no apparent connection to the storm or overlying clouds. 

This may imply a completely different formation mechanism at the phoenix site 

as compared to the other five sites; one driven by passing low- and high-pressure 

systems not only insolation. All dust devils at the Phoenix site were imaged 

between 1100 and 1200 LST and between 1300 and 1600 LST. The absence of 

dust devil activity between 1200 and 1300 LST is most likely due to a period of 

rebuilding of the superadiabatic lapse rate and thermal gradient.  

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 compare diurnal and seasonal density, respectively, 

at each of the six landing sites. It is apparent that all detected dust devils were 

active during the warmest times of the sol, the majority between 1100 and 1500 

LST, and during the warm dusty spring and summer seasons. 

 

 
Figure 3.13. Number of dust devils at each site as a function of local time; values are not 
normalized spatially or temporally.   
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Figure 3.14. Number of dust devils at each site as a function of season; values are not normalized 
spatially or temporally; the end points of the VL-1 and VL-2 curves represent the end of the dust 
devil study; the end points of the Pathfinder and Phoenix curves represent the end of the mission; 
observations were only continuous at the Spirit site. 
 
3.6 Number Frequency 

In order to compare dust devils and vortices imaged and detected by the 

six spacecraft all number frequencies were normalized both spatially and 

temporally. In order to normalize the number frequencies spatially, the number of 

dust devils in each study was divided by the detection area. In vortex campaigns 

with MET instruments the detection area is defined as the area surrounding the 

landers over which the MET sensors could detect a vortex disturbance from 

normal ambient conditions (figure 3.15a). In the optical dust devil campaigns the 

full detection area is defined as the furthest areal extent to which optical cameras 

could resolve dust devils (figure 3.15b). Detection areas for optical studies were 

calculated according to the techniques used in the three Spirit dust devil 
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campaigns (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). These detection areas were then used to 

calculate normalized dust devil frequencies.  

  
Figure 3.15a. Detection area for vortex studies using MET sensors; see text for description. 
 

 

Figure 3.15b. Spirit Navcam frame of detection area for dust devil studies with optical cameras; 
yellow and red lines represent the extent to which the dust devil (black circle) could be resolved in 
optical frame.  

 
Seasonal number frequencies derived from landed dust devil studies are 

listed in table 3.6. The average seasonal number frequency for all seasons where 

data was available, is ~ 1 dust devils/ km2/sol. Terrestrial studies have recorded a 

wide range of number frequencies from less than 1 dust devils/km2/day to bigger 

Largest 
Vortex  
Diameter 
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than 750 dust devils/km2/day (Sinclair, 1969; Carroll and Ryan, 1970). Seasonal 

number frequencies at the Spirit site were two orders of magnitude smaller than 

average at 0.05, 0.02 and 0.03 dust devils/ km2/sol for Seasons One, Two and 

Three, respectively. Average detection areas measured for the VL-1 vortices 

during the northern summer, fall, and winter seasons analyzed are 0.18 km2, 0.69 

km2, and 1.50 km2, respectively. Seasonal number frequencies at the Pathfinder 

site were based on the 2-sol period that dust devils were imaged. There is a large 

difference in frequency determined from the two Pathfinder detection campaigns 

of 0.2 dust devils/km2/sol and 0.004 dust devils/km2/sol. This is due to the large 

difference in detection areas derived from each study. Metzger et al. (1999) 

assumed that the farthest location a dust devil was imaged was 2.2 km, whereas, 

Ferri et al. (2003) stated that dust devils were imaged as far away as 24 km from 

the lander. The average number frequency over the three season VL-1 study 

(Ryan and Lucich, 1983) is 3.2 vortices/km2/sol. Similarly, average areas of 

detection calculated at the VL-2 during the northern summer, winter, fall, and 

spring seasons were 2.84 km2, 0.02 km2, 0.58 km2, and 1.33 km2, respectively. 

The average number frequency over the year-long VL-2 study (Ryan and Lucich, 

1983) is 5.7 vortices/km2/sol. Areas of detection and average number frequency 

calculated for the Ringrose et al. (2003) study are 0.64 km2 and 1.00 

vortices/km2/sol, respectively.  

To take into account bias in spatial and temporal surface imaging for 

optical studies at the Spirit and Pathfinder sites, extrapolated number frequencies 

were derived (table 3.7). These extrapolated frequencies are calculated using the 
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inferred number of seasonal dust devils, which is derived assuming all 360º of the 

detection area were monitored throughout the entire period when dust devils were 

active at each site. The average extrapolated number frequency over all five 

optical studies at the Spirit and Pathfinder sites is ~ 19 dust devils/ km2/sol. There 

were 51 dust devils/km2/sol derived in Season One, 11 dust devils/km2/sol in 

Season Two and 20 dust devils/km2/sol in Season Three (Greeley et al., 2010) for 

the three seasons at the Spirit site. The large decline in frequency from Season 

One to Season Two is possibly attributed to the passage of the large storm that 

truncated the second season. Pathfinder’s extrapolated number frequencies of 15 

dust devils/ km2/sol and 0.5 dust devils/ km2/sol are much smaller than average, 

but fall within an order of magnitude of the values derived for Spirit’s dust devils.  

 
 
Table 3.6. Seasonal number frequencies derived from dust devil and vortex detection campaigns. 
Number frequencies highlighted in yellow correspond to detection campaigns that identified 
vortices from MET data. A single asterisk (*) denotes detection areas derived from estimated 
diameters. Dashed lines (-) indicate values that cannot be determined from information provided. 
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Table 3.7. Normalized number frequencies derived from optical dust devil detection campaigns 
extrapolated spatially and temporally. Number frequencies highlighted in yellow correspond to 
detection campaigns that identified vortices from MET data. Dashed lines (-) indicate values that 
cannot be determined from information provided. 

 
3.7 Dust Flux 

Dust fluxes were derived from the two visible camera studies at the 

Pathfinder site and both fall within the ranges calculated for dust devils at the 

Spirit site. Dust flux is the mass of dust raised by a vortex per unit area per time. 

Dust fluxes at the Spirit site were calculated based on determination of average 

dust devil diameters, dust concentration within the vortices, vertical speed of 

rising dust within the vortices, and the average duration of the dust devils. 

Average seasonal dust flux ranges at the Spirit site were 4.0x10-9 to 4.6x10-4 

kg/m2/s during Season One, 5.2x10-7 to 6.2x10-5 kg/m2/s during Season Two, and 

1.5x10-7 to 1.6x10-4 kg/m2/s during Season Three. Seasonal flux values at the 

Spirit site span up to 5 orders of magnitude.  

The dust devils imaged by the Pathfinder IMP have roughly 700 times the 

dust content of the ambient background (Metzger et al., 1999). The sky near the 

horizon has a contrast of about 1-4% with concentrated dust devil plumes 

(Metzger et al., 1999; Ferri et al., 2003). Metzger et al. (1999) estimated the dust 

concentration across a typical dust devil with 60% the background atmospheric 
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dust content to be 7x10-4 kg/m3. Based on this value, the average dust devil found 

at the Pathfinder site with a 10-m diameter has an average dust concentration of 

7x10-5 kg/m3 (Metzger et al., 1999). A vertical dust flux estimate of 5.0x10-4 

kg/m2/s was determined for the five dust devils imaged at the Pathfinder site 

based on assumptions determined from terrestrial studies that dust devils have a 

dust-free core of 50% their outer diameter and average vertical velocities of 7 m/s 

(Sinclair, 1973; Metzger, 1999). Ferri et al. (2003) applied this information to 

their calculations and found that for a typical sized dust devil that they detected 

(~200 m), the corresponding dust content is 3.5x10-6 kg/m3. Using average 

vertical speeds of 20 m/s they obtained an average flux of 7x10-5 kg/m2/s an order 

of magnitude larger than the result given by Metzger et al. (1999). Both values of 

dust flux derived in the two Pathfinder studies are within the range calculated at 

the Spirit site. 

Terrestrial studies have measured particle fluxes at multiple heights within 

a dust devil. Fluxes up to ~ 3x10-3 kg/m2/s were measured at a heights of ~140 m 

within terrestrial dust devils (Gillette and Sinclair, 1990). Lidar measurements of 

dust concentrations have been used to estimate fluxes on the order of ~ 1x10-3 

kg/m2/s at 100 m above the surface (Renno et al., 2004) and between ~ 0.6x10-3 

kg/m2/s to 4.4x10-3 kg/m2/s in the lower regions of dust devils (Metzger, 1999). 

These values are an order of magnitude larger than those calculated at the Spirit 

and Pathfinder sites most likely due to the development of stronger convection on 

Earth. Dust devils are larger on Mars but are not lifting as much material as their 

terrestrial counterpart. Laboratory simulations (Neakrase et al., 2004) of dust 
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devils were used to estimate the rates that they remove dust from the surface and 

they agree with what was measured in terrestrial field studies (0.2x10-3 kg/m2/s to 

5x10-3 kg/m2/s). 

3.8 Dust Loading 

Estimates for dust loading at the Spirit site were extrapolated out to 

incorporate the Gusev Low Albedo Zone (GLAZ) (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010). 

GLAZ are the areas within Gusev crater that are dominated by seasonal dust devil 

tracks. Greeley et al. (2010) sampled the percent coverage of dust devil tracks 

within GLAZ. It was determined that tracks made up 84% of the GLAZ area 

(~3000 km2 area) during Season One, 73% during Season Two, and 59% during 

Season Three. Dust loading estimates for Spirit’s three dust devil seasons were 

derived from estimates for the total mass of dust injected into the atmosphere each 

season (6.6x103 to 7.7x108 kg during Season One, 9.9x104 to 1.2x107 kg during 

Season Two, and 2.7x105 to 2.8x108 kg during Season Three). Dust loading 

estimates ranged from 9.5x10-3 to 1100 kg/km2/sol during Season One, 3.2x10-1 to 

39 kg/km2/sol during Season Two, and from 5.5x10-1 to 5.8x102 kg/km2/sol 

during Season Three.  

Ringrose et al. (2003) applied the Pathfinder dust concentration estimates 

to obtain a dust loading estimate for the 6 dust devils inferred from MET data at 

the VL-2 site.  Assuming an average dust concentration within dust devils of 

7x10-5 kg/m3 (Metzger et al., 1999) and average vertical velocities of 7 m/s, the 6 

inferred dust devils raised 800 kg/km2/sol; a value much larger than at the Spirit 

site.  
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CHAPTER 4 DISCUSSION AND PREDICTIONS 

4.1 Discussion 

Aeolian processes are the primary geological process currently altering the 

martian surface; however, it is unclear how wind-related processes vary with 

location. Dust devils, dust-laden convective vortices, are powered by insolation in 

the presence of atmospheric instability (Sinclair, 1966, 1973; Metzger, 1999). 

Dust devils were imaged or inferred from meteorological measurements at all six 

successful Mars landing sites providing a unique opportunity to compare their 

morphologies, speeds, normalized number frequencies, densities, and dust fluxes. 

The MER Spirit data are used as the basis of comparison because it is the most 

extensive data set compiled, spanning 3 martian years (Greeley et al., 2006, 

2010). Each landed vehicle had different methods of detecting dust devil activity, 

making direct comparisons challenging. Therefore, all data were normalized 

spatially and temporally before making direct comparisons. 

In all dust devil studies on Mars and Earth, number frequencies peaked 

during the warmest times of the day (between 0900 and 1600-1700 LTST) and 

most were active during the warm dusty spring and summer seasons. Insolation-

driven activity supports the idea that dust devils are convective. Terrestrial dust 

devil activity peaks earlier in the day (1000-1100 LST) than their martian 

counterparts (1200-1400 LST). Vortices were detected during the night at the 

Phoenix and Viking Lander sites but were not attributed to turbulence due to near 

surface thermals, rather turbulent winds generated by interactions with local 

topography. The single dust devil imaged by Opportunity occurred during mid 
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southern winter (Ls 119º), which is very uncharacteristic of the other dust devils 

imaged in optical frames. The Opportunity dust devil may have been generated by 

thermal eddies that created from convective plumes interacting with the uneven 

surface of Endeavor crater or represented a dust devil season unlike those at the 

other landing site. Dust devil activity at the Phoenix landing site intensified with 

the development and passage of seasonal condensate clouds and storms, possibly 

indicating a formation mechanism other than from midday insolation. Martian 

dust devil activity is similar to what was found in terrestrial field studies, periods 

of intense activity are typically followed by a more quiescent period. This 

suggests that the dust lifted by dust devils interrupts the adiabatic layer and it 

must rebuild itself to once again form convective vortices.   

Terrestrial dust devils are typically much smaller (typically less than 100 

m; Mattsson et al., 1993) than those imaged on Mars. Martian dust devils 

measured less than 300 m in diameter, with the exception of a single dust devil 

with a diameter of 573 m imaged at the Pathfinder site (Ferri et al., 2003). Dust 

devil diameters measured with optical cameras at the Pathfinder, Spirit, and 

Phoenix sites (Metzger et al., 1999; Ferri et al., 2003; Greeley et al., 2006, 2010; 

Ellehoj et al., 2010) tend to all be smaller than those derived from the detection of 

vortices in MET data at the Viking and Pathfinder sites (Ryan and Lucich, 1983; 

Ringrose et al., 2003; Ferri et al., 2003). Uncertainties in dust devil diameters at 

the Phoenix site were due to the uncertainty in dust devil locations in the flat 

arctic plains and were estimated to range from 20 to 200 m, (Ellehoj et al., 2010). 

The location of the only dust devil imaged by Opportunity was difficult to 
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constrain making the best estimates for the diameter of the dust devil between 170 

and 410 m. Core diameters measured from the detection of vortices in VL-1 MET 

data range from 10 to 690 m (Ryan and Lucich, 1983) and from 10 to 950 m 

(Ryan and Lucich, 1983; Ringrose et al., 2003) in VL-2 MET data. However, past 

terrestrial and martian studies (Sinclair et al., 1973) indicate that typical dust 

devils display a 1:10 ratio of visible core diameters to the full area of disturbance. 

All dust devils fall within a factor of 10 of the sizes of vortices.   

Horizontal speeds of the dust devils imaged at the Pathfinder, Spirit, and 

Phoenix sites were measured by tracking their locations through sequential frames 

taken within a short time of each other. Then the total distance traversed by the 

dust devils are divided by the amount of time they were observed in images. 

Because dust devils are in contact with the surface, the speed at which they move 

is thought to be roughly that of the ambient wind. To make direct comparisons of 

dust devil speeds measured in visible camera sequences to those detected as 

vortices move over stationary MET wind sensors, measurements of the ambient 

wind speed just before and after the passage of vortices over MET sensors were 

compared with wind speeds at the Spirit and Pathfinder sites.  Internal 

components of the wind vector measured by the MET instruments (tangential, 

radial and vertical speeds) were ignored. All velocities were within an order of 

magnitude of each other. The dust devils observed at the Spirit site obtained the 

highest speeds, but seasonal median values were of the lowest of all dust devils.   

In order to normalize number frequencies, the area of dust devil or vortex 

detection was first derived. Seasonal number frequencies averaged 1 dust 
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devil/km2/sol but varied three orders of magnitude for the studies. Number 

frequencies varied widely for terrestrial studies from < 1 kg/m2/s to more than 750 

kg/m2/s (Sinclair, 1969; Carroll and Ryan, 1970). Extrapolated number 

frequencies derived solely for the Pathfinder and Spirit optical campaigns 

averaged 19 dust devils/km2/sol and was within an order of magnitude of the 

values derived from both sites. Dust fluxes were derived for the two visible 

camera studies of dust devils at the Pathfinder site, and they both fall within the 

ranges calculated at the Spirit site. Dust fluxes of 5x10-4 kg/m2/s and 7x10-5 

kg/m2/s, are well within the ranges calculated by MER (4.0x10-9 to 4.6x10-4 

during Season One, 5.2x10-7 to 6.2x10-5 during Season Two and 1.5x10-7 to 

1.6x10-4 during Season Three (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010), although they fall on 

the larger end of the Spirit flux range. Terrestrial flux values were an order of 

magnitude larger than those derived for martian dust devils, possibly due to the 

development of stronger convection on Earth. 

4.2 Mars Science Laboratory 

The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity is a roving spacecraft that 

will assess the habitability of the near-surface martian environment when it 

arrives in August 2012. Mission goals include analyzing the lower atmosphere 

and surface geology to seek clues as to whether the landing site was, or perhaps 

still is a habitable environment. The MSL mission will utilize new technology to 

lower Curiosity to the surface including a powered sky crane descent stage. The 

rover is equipped with a suite of instruments that will allow in-depth analysis of 

the local geology, atmosphere, and potential biosignatures in the soil and rocks. 
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Like the Viking Landers before it, Curiosity is equipped with a nuclear battery 

that will provide power to the rover by converting the heat produced from decay 

of plutonium isotopes into electricity. This Multi-Mission Radioisotope 

Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG) will allow the 900 kg vehicle to operate 

continuously for a full martian year (about 23 months). 

Curiosity’s payload includes optical cameras and MET instruments that 

will be necessary for dust devil detection (figure 4.1). Curiosity’s main optical 

camera is the Mast Camera (Mastcam), an RSM-mounted (roughly 2 m above the 

surface) panoramic, stereoscopic camera, is capable of taking color images and 

high-definition video (10 frames/sec). One of the Mastcam cameras has a 

moderate-resolution lens while the other has high-resolution capability to study 

the surroundings very far from the rover. Its primary function will be to observe 

the martian terrain and support driving and sampling activities. It will also 

systematically measure the concentration of condensed volatiles in the lower 

atmosphere and dust aerosol optical depth. The Mastcam electronics system 

processes images and video independently of the rover’s main computer and has 

capability of storing thousands of images and several hours of video footage until 

the data can be downlinked. 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity with locations of optical camera 
and MET instruments; from Gomez-Elvira and REMS Team, 2008 
 

Curiosity will be the fifth landed spacecraft equipped with a suite of MET 

instruments capable of monitoring diurnal weather patterns. Curiosity’s payload 

includes the Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS), a weather station 

designed by Spain’s Centro de Astrobiología. REMS will record six main 

parameters: wind velocity, pressure, relative humidity, air and ground 

temperature, and ultraviolet (UV) radiation (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2008, 2009). 

REMS instruments are housed in four separate units: boom 1 and 2, the UV 

Sensor (UVS) module, and the Instrument Control Unit (ICU). The booms are 

mounted 120º to each other on the Remote Sensing Mast (RSM) approximately 

1.5 m above the surface (with a 50 mm height difference between them), the UVS 

is on the top of the rover deck, and the ICU is located within the rover body. 

Boom 1 is oriented in the rover driving direction and contains one set of wind 

sensors, the relative humidity sensor, and the air temperature sensor. Boom 2 

points to the side of the rover and contains another set of wind sensors, the ground 
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temperature sensor, and another air temperature sensor. Each set of wind sensors 

consists of three two-dimensional hot-film anemometers capable of measuring the 

horizontal and vertical wind speed with 1 m/s accuracy for wind speeds between 

0-70 m/s and 0-10 m/s, respectively. Wind direction has an accuracy of 30º. 

Ground and air temperature is recorded with thermocouples over the range 150 

and 300 K with accuracies of 10 K and 5 K, respectively. The ICU houses the 

ambient pressure sensor and is exposed to the atmosphere via an inlet tube. The 

pressure sensor measures the ambient pressure in the range 1-1150 Pa. REMS will 

operate systematically and independent of MSL’s other remote sensing activities. 

The MET sensors will record atmospheric fluctuations every hour each sol for 5 

minutes at a sampling rate of 1 Hz for all sensors. The REMS instruments can 

perform independent of all other rover operations, day and night, whether the 

rover is asleep or awake. 

4.2.1 Dust Devil Detection Campaign 

The dust devil detection campaign at the MSL site should be carried out 

systematically with consistent temporal and spatial sampling of the plains 

surrounding the rover. The plains surrounding MSL should be imaged multiple 

times a sol intermittent with Mastcam movies sequences. Sampling should be 

consistent throughout the day to avoid bias. Thorough imaging of the plains in 

front of the horizon should be a priority to increase the chances of resolving a dust 

devil. Image frames can be subframed about the horizon to conserve resources.  

An autonomous detection algorithm should be implemented into tactical plans 

make more efficient use of the rover’s hard drive space and power. All imaged 
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should be taken with full color and at 4 bits per pixel to ensure good spatial 

resolution. Ideally all images should be scanned for presence of dust devil and 

information on that image frame should be recorded for statistical analysis.  A 

dust devil “movie” sequence similar to the one implemented into Spirit’s tactical 

plans (Greeley et al., 2006, 2010) should be run daily as an alternate sequence to 

the Mastcam movie sequences. A 21-frame quarter-frame Navcam sequence 

centered just above the horizon was generated for detection at the Spirit site. The 

movie sequence used 16.7 Mbits of total data volume and typically ran for 30-40 

min. These movie sequences will provide more data for the dust devil detection 

campaigns at the MSL site and will be used as contingency data if the Mastcam 

video camera is temporarily not operational or if resources are limited.  

Coordinated detection activities with the Mastcam and the REMS instruments 

should be carried out often to ensure simultaneous detection of dust devils that 

pass very near to the rover.  

The following parameters should be recorded for each dust devil imaged 

and vortex detected at the MSL site: 
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Table 4.1 

 
 
4.2.2 Candidate Landing Sites and Predictions 

Four candidate sites for Mars Science Laboratory (figure 4.2): 

(1) Holden crater (26.37ºS, 325.16ºE, -2177 m) is a 145-km diameter impact 

basin in Margaritifer Terra that contains layered sediments with traces of 

phyllosilicate minerals deposited during periods of sustained aqueous 

activity (Grant et al., 2008). 

(2) Eberswalde crater (23.86ºS, 326.73ºE, -1435 m) is a degraded shallow 

impact basin located immediately to the SW of Holden crater (Scott and 
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Tanaka, 1986). The Eberswalde delta system is composed of multiple 

eroded sinuous distributaries and is interpreted as the remains of a fan 

delta associated with an ancient lacustrine system (Pondrelli et al., 2008). 

(3) Gale crater (4.49°S, 137.42°E, -4444 m) is a 150-km wide impact crater 

located at the boundary of the northern lowlands and southern highlands in 

Elysium Planitia. The crater is thought to have contained a standing body 

of water in the past (Cabrol et al., 1999; Malin and Edgett, 2002). A 

massive 5-km high terraced sedimentary structure with small exposures of 

phyllosilicates and sulfate minerals is located in the center of the crater. 

(4) Mawrth Vallis (23.99ºN, 341.03ºE, -2245 m) is part of an ancient outflow 

channel complex in the northern martian tropics just west of Arabia Terra 

on the border of the northern lowland and southern highland terrain. It is 

characterized by an ancient channel probably carved by catastrophic 

floods and contains the largest exposures of phyllosilicates detected on 

Mars (Poulet et al., 2005). 
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Figure 4.2. Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter elevation maps of four candidate landing sites proposed 
for the 2011 Mars Science Laboratory; CW from top left: Holden, Eberswalde, Gale, Mawrth. 
 

The four candidate sites are all in regions with complex topography and 

meteorological complexity (Rafkin and Rothchild, 2011). With the exception of 

very dusty surfaces within the Gale crater landing ellipse, the candidate sites are 

generally dust-free (Rogers and Bandfield, 2009). Holden crater, Mawrth vallis, 

and Eberswalde crater have relatively low dust cover compared to Spirit’s site in 

Gusev crater, the VL-1 landing site in Chryse Planitia, and the VL-2 landing site 

in Utopia Planitia. Even if loose surface dust is unavailable for the formation of 

visible dust devil columns, convective vortices may still persist at each site. 

Atmospheric modeling studies are necessary to make predictions about pressure, 

temperature and winds near the surface. Preliminary results from MRAMS 

models simulated for each candidate site reveal that overall circulation patterns 

are repeatable and controlled by local topography (Rafkin and Rothchild, 2011). 

Rock abundance at the four candidate sites was determined from direct optical 

imaging using HiRISE and determined from IRTM and TES thermal inertia 

(Golombek et al., 2010). Figure 4.3 compares these values to those determined 

for the previous six missions. Direct measurements in HiRISE images and 
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detection from IRTM thermal data show relatively low rock abundances at all 

four candidate sites (~ 10%). 

 
Figure 4.3. Rock abundance at six past spacecraft sites and four MSL candidate landing sites 
based on IRTM and TES thermal inertia; dotted line at 7% rock abundance represents a ~ 1% 
chance of encountering a rock more than 0.6 m high and 1.2 m wide; high rock abundance at 
potential MSL sites based on TES thermal inertia is attributed to detection of exposed outcrop; 
from Golombek et al., 2010. 
 

All four of the candidate sites have low albedo surfaces. Lower albedo 

surfaces generally absorb more incident radiation and heat more quickly than high 

albedo terrains. This may be aid in the generation of dust devils that are driven by 

very rapid surface heating and large near-surface thermal gradients. Eberswalde 

and Holden craters are in the southern hemisphere (23-26 ºS) and will provide the 

first weather measurements at that latitude on Mars. These sites experience much 

colder diurnal temperatures as compared to Gale crater and Mawrth vallis. There 

is evidence from circulation models that wind speeds and ambient pressures are 
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influenced by regional storm activity. Orbital comparisons of dust devil track 

formation in Russell crater in the higher more temperate midlatitudes (53.3ºS, 

12.9ºE) to tracks in Gusev crater indicate that there may be a delay in the 

initiation and peak activity with the more southerly site (Verba et al., 2010). 

Therefore, if dust devils and vortices are generated at the Eberswalde and Holden 

sites then the frequency and behavior of dust devil activity may be similar to that 

observed at the Phoenix site. Dust devil activity may be enhanced by storm 

activity and initiated much later in the warm dusty season when compared to the 

other sites. 

All things considered, Gale crater has the most potential for dust devil 

activity of all MSL candidate sites.  
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